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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-485 (Final)
CERTAIN GENE AMPLIFICATION THERMAL CYCLERS AND SUBASSEMBLIES THEREOF
FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM
Determination

On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigation,
the Commission determines, pursuant to section 735(b) o.f the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the act), that an industry in the United States
is not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the
establishment of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded
by reason of imports from the United Kingdom of certain gene amplification
thermal cyclers and subassemblies thereof , 2 provided for in subheadings
1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).

2 Certain gene amplification thermal cyclers consist of Peltier-effect .in
vitro gene amplification thermal cyclers, whether assembled or unassembled,
and the subassemblies thereof specified below. Gene amplification thermal
cyclers are microprocessor-based reaction controllers that regulate
temperatures of biologic reagents through a programmed and highly controlled
thermal regime. They are used in biotechnology applications, including a
biological protocol called .in vitro gene amplification, as well as in several
related sequencing and radionucleotide labeling reactions. Peltier-effect
machines use one or more thermoelectric modules for cooling of the biological
sample, and the thermoelectric modules and/or electric resistive heaters for
heating the biological samples.
Gene amplification thermal cyclers incorporate a metal sample block,
one or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic thermal sensors, a
heat exchanger, power supply circuitry, microprocessor-based logic circuitry,
software, and a housing or enclosure. The following subassemblies are
included in the scope of the investigation when they are manufactured
according to specifications and operational requirements to dedicate them for
use only in a gene amplification thermal cycler as defined in the preceding
paragraph: (1) the sample block/thermoelectric module(s)/temperature
sensor(s)/heat exchanger subassembly, which consists of the sample block, one
or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic thermal sensors, and a
heat exchanger, and which can include an electric resistive heater; (2) the
housing or enclosure, whether finished or unfinished; (3) the membrane keypad
used to program and cont~ol the machine; and (4) the software needed for
operation.

-~--

2

8419.89.50 and 8419.90.90, respectively, of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of
the United States, that have been found by the Department of Commerce to be
sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective April 26, 1991,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of certain gene amplification thermal cyclers and subassemblies
thereof from the United Kingdom were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of
section 733(b) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the institution

of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in
connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publishing the notice in the Federal Register of May 15, 1991 (56 F.R. 22446).
The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on July 3, 1991, and all persons who
requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

3

VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
We unanimously determine that a domestic industry is not materially
injured, or threatened with material injury, and that the establishment of a
domestic industry is not materially retarded, by reason of imports of Peltiereffect gene amplification thermal cyclers or subassemblies thereof from the
United Kingdom that are sold at less than fair value.
I.

Like Product and Domestic Industry
In this, as in other Title VII investigations, we begin by deciding what

the "like product" and "domestic industry" are.

The domestic industry is "the

domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that product • •

"

1

Section 771 (10) of the

Tariff Act of 1930 defines the "like product" as "[a] product which is like,
or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
article subject to an investigation • • .•• " 2
The Cormnerce Department determined that the articles subject to
investigation are:
[C]ertain gene amplification thermal cyclers, consisting of
Peltier-effect in vitro GATCs, whether assembled or unassembled,
and the subassemblies thereof specified below. GATCs are
microprocessor-based reaction controllers that regulate
temperature of biologic reagents through a prograrmned and highly
controlled thermal regime. GATCs incorporate a metal sample
block, one or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic
thermal sensors, a heat exchanger, power supply circuitry,
microprocessor-based logic circuitry, software, and a housing or
enclosure. GATCs are used in a variety of biotechnology
applications, such as in vitro gene amplification, and sequencing
and radionucleodide labeling reactions. Peltier-effect machines
use one or more thermoelectric modules for cooling the biologic
samples, and the thermoelectric modules and/or electric resistive
1

2

19
19

u.s.c.
u.s.c.

§
§

1677(4)(a).
1677(10).

4

heaters for heating the biologic samples. Excluded from this
investigation are vapor-compression thermal cyclers, which use a
reversed Rankine cycle apparatus, and heat-only thermal cyclers. 3
Conunerce also included four subassemblies within the scope of the
investigation, if they are manufactured according to specifications and
operational requirements for use in a Peltier-effect gene amplification
thermal cycler:
(1) The sample block/thermoelectric sensor/heat
exchanger subassembly, which consists of the sample
block, one or more thermoelectric modules, one or more
electronic thermal sensors, and a heat exchanger, and
which can include an electric resistive heater;
(2) the housing or enclosure, whether finished or
unfinished;
(3) the membrane keypad used to program and control a
gene amplification thermal cycler; and
(4) the software to operate the gene amplification
thermal cycler. 4
While Conunerce defines which articles are within the class of
merchandise allegedly subsidized or sold at less than fair value, the
Conunission determines what domestic products are like the ones Conunerce
defines. 5
A.

In

Gene Amplification Tberroal Cycler Tecbnology
vitro gene amplification is a biochemical technique which allows

scientists to duplicate minute fragments of impure DNA more than a millionfold
in a few hours.

It requires taking a sample of DNA, combining it with

specific biological reagents, then repeatedly heating and cooling the
resulting mixture.

This cycling is now usually done in machines called gene

amplification thermal cyclers (GATCs).

56 Fed. Reg. 135 (July 15, 1991).
Id.
5 Algoma Steel Corp., Ltd v. U.S., 688 F. Supp. 639 (June 8, 1988), aff'd. 865
F. 2d 240 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

3

4

5

There are three different types of GATCs:
vapor-compression.

Peltier-effect, heat-only and

...

-

They differ primarily in the way they heat and cool the

DNA-reagent mixture.
Peltier-effect GATCs use one or more Peltier-effect modules, which are
solid state electronic modules, to cool the mixture.

Some Peltier-effect

GATCs also use the Peltier modules to heat the mixture, while some use
electric resistive heaters. 6 Vapor-compression GATCs use a mechanical heat
pump to cool the mixture,

and electric resistive heaters to heat it.

These

GATCs circulate a refrigerant chilled by a vapor-compression apparatus through
channels in the sample block for cooling. 7 Heat-only GATCs cool the mixture
by passing ambient air or tapwater over a heat exchanger attached to the
container holding the mixture.

Unlike Peltier-effect and vapor-compression

GATCs, the heat-only type cannot actively pump heat, nor is it capable of
attaining refrigeration temperatures unless an external water source or
chiller is added. 8
Petitioner asserted that the like product should include only Peltiereffect GATCs.

Respondent argued that it should include all GATCs.

Neither

party has argued that the subassemblies should constitute separate like
products.
1. Tbe Like Prociuct Includes All GATCs
All three types of GATCs are microprocessor-based reaction controllers
that regulate temperatures for small quantities of biological reagents through
a

pro~rammed

and highly controlled thermal regime.

All three types are used

for :.in vitro gene amplification, as well as several related sequencing and
6
7
8

Report at A-6-7.
Report at A-9.
Report at A-10.

' .

· .. --.-:·
........

6

radionucleotide labeling reactions. 9

The machines do not differ in their

applications, with the exception that heat-only machines cannot, without

·.·:-.

,· ..

outside cooling sources, perform at below ambient temperatures or refrigerate
biological samples.

Most buyers therefore seem to regard all types as
·.·..

interchangeable.

·..

10

GATCs differ most in their method of production.
are made by putting together four main subassemblies:

Peltier-effect GATCs
a logic circuit board,

power circuit board, sheet metal housing with keypad, and thermoelectric
"alpha unit."

Vapor-compression GATCs are made largely from mechanical

subassemblies.

These mechanical components differ greatly from electronic

subassemblies, and their manufacture requires expensive equipment.

The

production of vapor compression GATCs is more capital intensive and involves a
different set of skills and equipment than those employed in the production of
Peltier-effect GATCs.

The production process for heat-only GATCs differs from

both those of Peltier-effect GATCs and vapor-compression GATCs. 11

Few of the

subassemblies used in one type of GATC would be interchangeable with those
used in the others.
Vapor-compression GATCs are generally more expensive than Peltiereffect GATCs, and Peltier-effect GATCs are generally more expensive than heatonly GATCs.

These different price structures appear to be related to several

different factors, including market perceptions of each type of GATC, the
production cost, and particular features of each firm's machine. 12 There is,

Report at A-4.
The investigation showed that several customers who cancelled their orders
for petitioner's Peltier-effect machine bought other types of GATCs instead.
Report at A-57-58.
11 Report at A-11.
12 Report at A-52.

9

10

· .....··

7

·-

however, some price overlap at the lower end of the GATC price spectrum.

With

respect to channels of distribution, all types of GATCs are sold through a
distributor network and/or directly to end-users. 13
To sum up, the different types of GATCs differ most in the inner
workings of their heating and cooling systems.

These differences are

reflected in different manufacturing processes and prices.
are essentially interchangeable by the end user.

However, all GATCs

Customers perceive all GATCs

to be one product and purchasers generally investigate more than one type
before buying. 14

Also, some laboratories use more than one type of GATC.

In our preliminary determination, we found the like product to be all
GATCs, and stated that we would revisit the issue in any final
investigation. 15 The additional evidence uncovered in this final
investigation gives us no reason to change our original like product
definition.
2.

-

Tbe QATC Subassemblies Do Not Constitute a Separate Like
Product

Commerce's scope determination includes four GATC subassemblies "when
they are manufactured according to specifications and operational requirements
for use in a GATC."

We thus must determine whether domestically produced

components of GATCs like those within the scope of the investigation
constitute a separate like product or products. 16

Report at A-20.
Report at 52.
15 Certain Gene Amplification Thermal Cyclers and Subassemblies Thereof from
the United Kingdom, Inv. No. 731-TA-485 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2346 at 9
(December 1990).
16 Neither party has argued that the subassemblies should constitute a
separate like product. However, this does not preclude the Commission from
considering the issue.

13

14

8

.· ...

In prior investigations where we examined whether components of "semifinished" products should be included in the same like product as finished
products, we considered:

(1) the necessity for, and costs of, further

processing; .(2) the degree of interchangeability of articles at different
stages of production; (3) whether the article at an earlier stage of
production is dedicated to use in the finished article; (4) whether there are
significant independent uses or markets for the finished and unfinished
articles; and (5) whether the article at an earlier stage of production
embodies or imparts to the finished article an essential characteristic or
function. 17
The subassemblies under investigation here do need further processing
before they can be used for gene amplification.

Assembling a GATC from its

various components involves intricate technical work, 11 and the components
are not interchangeable at different stages of production.

The subassemblies

at issue here are designed and used only in the manufacture of GATCs. 19
There are no known significant independent markets for the subassemblies at
issue.

Only one firm reported any sales of subassemblies, all of which were

exported.

17 ~.

Certain Laser Light-Scattering Instruments and Parts Thereof from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-455 (Final), USITC Pub. 2238 at 10-11 (November 1990);
Certain Residential Door Locks and Parts Thereof from Taiwan, Inv. No. 731TA-433 (Final), USITC Pub. 2253 at 8 & n.16 (January 1990); Certain Telephone
Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-426
and 428 (Final), USITC Pub. 2237 at 5, n.9 (November 1989); Antifriction
Bearings (Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts Thereof from the
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Romania, Singapore, Sweden,
Thailand, and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-19-20 and 731-TA-391-399)
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2083 at 20-22 (May 1988).
11 Report at A-9.
19 ~. ~. Hearing Transcript at 67-69.

:

9

The record indicates that the individual components at issue impart

:.··

-: :

essential characteristics to a GATC.

For example, the "alpha" unit is

necessary to provide heating and cooling; the membrane keyboard is necessary
to operate the machine; and the software is essential to automate the machine.
In previous investigations, we have concluded that components dedicated
to use in a finished product should be included in the same like product as
the finished product, notwithstanding that the components are not
interchangeable with the finished product, especially if they impart essential
characteristics. 20

In this investigation, where an integrated process

produces many of the subassemblies and the finished GATC; and where the subassemblies are only used to make GATCs, we find that the like product in
this investigation includes both the finished GATC and dedicated subassemblies
thereof.
Based on the foregoing. we determine that there is one like product,
composed of all GATCs and subassemblies thereof.

The

~omestic

industry,

con,sists of the domestic producers of GATCs and subassemblies thereof.

.S... High Information Flat-Panel Displays and Subassemblies thereof from
Japan, Inv. No 731-TA-469 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2311 at 10-13 (September
1990); Certain Residential Door Locks and Parts Thereof from Taiwan, Inv. No.
731-TA-433 (Final), USITC Pub. 2253 at 8-10 (January 1990); Certain Telephone
Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, Inv. No.
731-TA-426-428 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2156 at 13-15 (February 1989).

20

10

II.

Material Retardation
Petitioner alleged for the first time at the hearing that the

development of a "truly state-of-the-art" GATC industry, or at least the
development of second generation machines is being materially retarded by
reason of LTFV imports from the United Kingdom. 21

22

Respondent argues that it is well established that the introduction of a
new product by an established industry does not justify application of the
material retardation provision to that industry.

Respondent urges that the

domestic industry in the United States is well established regardless of how
the industry is defined •. Moreover, respondent contends that even if the
material

retard~tion

standard is appropriate in this investigation, all

industry indicators show that the domestic industry is performing
significantly better than could reasonably be expected for any industry. 23

·

In analyzing allegations of "material retardation·by reason of .the
subject imports, " 24 the (:onnnission has st.ated that. "the. establishment ·of any
new industry is so ipherently unique that material retardation mus.t always be
examined on a case by case basis." 25

In prior investigations, the Connnission

has determined first whether a domestic industry is already "established,"
and, if the industry is not "established," then determined whether the
unestablished U.S. industry has been materially retarded by the LTFV
Hearing Transcript at 16, 32.
We note that, while styled by the petitioner as a material retardation
argument, the factual assertions behind the argument go to the impact of
imports on future technological development, which the Connnission considers in
the context of threat and is expressly provided for in that context under 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i). We note that we have considered the argument advanced
by petitioner in both contexts.
23 Respondent's Post-hearing brief at 8.
24
.
.
.
19 u.s.c. § 1673d(b).
25 Certain Dried Salted Codfish from Canada,_ Inv. No. 731-TA-199
(Preliminary), ~SITC Pub. 1571 (Sept. •1984) at 6.

21

22

11

imports. 26

If, however, the industry is "established," the material

retardation standard is not applicable, and.the Commission focuses on the
standards of material injury and threat of material injury. 27
The fact that there is some domestic production does not preclude the
possibility that the domestic industry may not be established.

in cases in

which domestic companies have begun'production, the Comniission has examined
whether domestic producers have stabilized their operations. 28
In assessing in prior investigations whether new industries have
stabilized their operations, the Cormnission has looked at several aspects of
domestic operations including:

(1)

the date production began, (2) whether ·

production has been steady or start-and-stop, (3) the volume of domestic
production compared to the size of the domestic market as a whole, (4) whether
...

the domestic industry has reached a "break even point", and (5) whether the
activities involve the establishment of a new industry or are merely a new
product-line of an established firm. 29
The earliest domestic production for commercial' sale of any type of GATC
was in early 1988. · Other companies have and continue to enter the market.··
Since there has been domestic pr"aduction for over three years, the relevant
inquiry is· whether domestic operations have "stabilized''.
.

In the three years

.

of domestic production, the reported data indicate steady and substantial

Certain Dried Salted Codfish from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-199 (Final);
USITC Pub. 1711 (July 1985), aff'd, BMT Commodity Corp. v. United States .• 11 _
CIT 524, 667 F. Supp. 880 (1987), aff'd, 852 F.2d 1285 (Fed. Cir. 1988), cert.
denied, 109 S.Ct. 1120 (1989).
27 Pressure Sensitive PYC Battery Covers from West Germany, Inv. No. 7Jl-TA452 (Preliminary)~ USlTC Pub. 2265 (Mar. 1990) at 11,. n.22; Benzyl Paraben
from Jiman •..Inv. No. 731-TA-462 (Final), USITC . Pub. 2355 (Feb. 1991) at 8 •.
28 Codfish, USITC Pub. 171'1 at 4.
.
.
..
29 Battery Covers, USITC Pub. 2265 at 12-13; Benzyl Paraben, USITC Pub. 2355
at 9.

26
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increases in both capacity and production for the domestic indus.try. 30· During
the period of investigation, the vast majority of the domestic market was
supplied by domestic producers. 31

A review of the financial data in the

staff report indicates that the overwhelming majority of domestic producers
h~ve

already reached the "break even" point in operations. 32 . Finally, GATCs

are a new product for some established companies, and in other instances a new
product made by a newly established firm.
Based on the above factors, we find the domestic incitistry -to·.be
established.

We therefore need not reach the question Qf whether the.

establishment of a domestic industry is being materially retarded by reason of·
tl';le allegedly dumped imports.
lII.

Condition of the industry
In assessing the

co~dition

factors, production, shj,,p1,11ents

1

of the industry, we conside.r,· among other·
capacity, capacity utilization, inventories,

employment, wages, financial performance, capital investments and research and
development expenditures.

No single factor is dispositive, and in each

investigation we consider the particular nature of the.industry involved and
the relevant economic factors which have a bearing on
industry. 33

t~

state of the

Before describing the condition of the industry, we note that.

much of the information on which we base our decision is b:usiness proprietary,

Report at A-22.
Report at A-45-47.
32 Report at A-30-34.
33 fil 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (V) (iii), which requires us to consider the
condition of the industry in the context of the business cycle and conditions
of competition that are distinctive to the domestic industry •. ~ Ail.Q H.R.
Rep. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 46: S. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess •. at
88.

30

31

:

.:.-:.
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and our discussion of the condition of the industry must necessarily be
general in nature.
The GATC industry is relatively young, and it cont;nues to develop
rapidly.

Apparent domestic consumption of GATCs increased dramatically

throughout the period of investigation. 34 Domestic production35 and capacity36
have risen steadily throughout this period as well.

Domestic shipments

increased steadily throughout most of the period of investigation (from 885
units in 1988 to 3163 units in 1990), decreasing minimally in the interim
(Jan.-Mar. 1991) period. (from 644 units to 642 units) 37

Capacity utilization

decreased throughout most of the period of investigation38 due to an expansion
of capacity even more rapid than the increases in production.

Employment

trends paralleled the upward trends in production of GATCs. 39 The number of
production workers and wages increased significantly throughout the period ·Of
investigation."° The trends in capital expenditures fluctuated somewhat
throughout the period of investigation, increasing significantly from 1988 to
1989, then decreasing somewhat in 1990 (although remaining at levels

significantly higher than 1988) and in the interim period (Jan.-Mar.). 41

42

Inventories have been negligible throughout the period of investiaation. 43

Report at A-46.
Report at A-22.
36 Report at A-22.
37 Report at A-24.
38 Capacity utilization did increase slightly in the interim period, from 50.6
percent to 51.1 percent. Report at A-22.
39 Report at A-27.
40 Report at A-28.
41 Report at A-34.
42 We note that Perkin Elmer Cetus did not provide capital expenditures data.
43 Report at A-26.
.

34
35
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Research and development spending increased significantly throughout the
period of investigation. 44

45

Although much of the financial information

gathered in this investigation is confidential, we note that the financial
performance of the industry was favorable throughout the period of
investigation.

The industry was profitable, and net sales rose throughout the

period of investigation. 46

The industry as a whole recorded positive

operating income levels and cash flow throughout the period of investigation.
The level of the ratio of operating income to net sales does not indicate that
the industry is injured.

It is important to note that this industry could be

characterized as an emerging industry in which growth, the ability to raise
capital and to invest, cash flows, and development and production efforts are
particularly relevant factors to consider when evaluating the condition of the
industry.

The continued ability of the GATC industry to fund existing

development and production efforts indicates the lack of material injury to
this industry.
Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the domestic GATC industry is
not experiencing material injury. 47

Report at A-34.
We note that Perkin Elmer Cetus did not provide research and development
expenditure data.
46 We note that the Perkin Elmer Cetus did not provide financial data for the
interim period. Report at A-33.
47 Acting Chairman Brunsdale does not reach a separate legal conclusion
concerning the presence or absence of material injury based on this
information. While she does not believe an independent determination is
either required by the statute or helpful, she finds the discussion of the
condition of the domestic industry.to be helpful in determining whether any
injury resulting from the dumped imports is material. For her views regarding
causation, see her Concurring Views, which follow.

44

45

,
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IV.

No Material Injury "By Reason" Of Imports 48
Even if we had concluded that it was proper to characterize the

condition of the domestic industry as materially injured, we would not have
concluded that the material injury is "by reason of" the LTFV imports of
Peltier-effect gene amplification thermal cyclers from the United Kingdom.

In

analyzing causation, the Connnission is required to consider, inter alia, the
volume of the imports subject to investigation, the effect of such imports on
domestic prices, and the impact of such imports on the domestic industry. 49
Evaluation of these factors involves a consideration of:

(1)

whether the

volume of imports, or increase in volume is significant, (2) whether there has
been significant price underselling by the imported products, and (3) whether
imports have otherwise depressed prices to a significant degree, or have
prevented price increases. 50

In addition, the Connnission must evaluate the

impact of the imports on the domestic industry by examining other relevant
economic factors, such as actual and potential changes in profits,
productivity, capacity utilization, and investment. 51
Imports of Peltier-effect gene amplification thermal cyclers began in
mid-1990.

While imports increased in volume and value during interim (Jan.-

Mar.) 1991, they accounted for a small percentage of total domestic
consumption. 52

The domestic industry's market share remained significant

throughout the period of investigation. 53

At the same time, as discussed

above, the U.S. industry has continued to expand at a rapid pace.
Comnissioner Lodwick does not join in this section, entitled "No Material
Injury "By Reason" of Imports".
49 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).
50 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i-ii).
51 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
52 Report at A-47.
53 Report at A-47.

48
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The Commission was unable to find any instances of underselling by the
imported product.

The Commission made twelve price comparisons, and found
. ·:-

overselling in all instances. 54

While we recognize that LTFV imports may

have injurious price effects even in the absence of significant underselling,
we note that prices for the domestic product for most producers remained
relatively stable throughout the period of investigation, indicating no price
depressive effects due to imports.

Only one producer reported price

decreases, and it contended that the price decreases were not due to price
competition from imports, but rather to the expansion of its product line.
The Conunission also has examined the lost sales allegations made by
petitioner.

Most of these involved a number of back orders for Peltier-

effect gene amplification thermal cyclers made through respondent
USA/Scientific, where purchasers eventually terminated their orders for the
petitioner MJ Research's GATC and purchased the imported machine offered by
USA/Scientific.

The Conunission found that these sales generally were not lost

on the basis of price, but rather, due to the quicker availability of the
imported machine or other reasons not affected by price. 5 s
Many of the causation arguments presented in this investigation revolve
around the troubled relation between petitioner, MJ Research, a manufacturer
of Peltier-effect gene amplification thermal cyclers, and USA/Scientific
Plastics, a distributor of laboratory supplies and instruments.

After

entering into a non-exclusive distributorship arrangement with petitioner,
USA/Scientific Plastics soon became the petitioner's largest source of sales.

s4 Report at A-56.
ss Report at A-57-58.

:.·:.
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The relationship between the two companies quickly soured, however, and was
terminated in early 1990.
Petitioner argues that at that time, respondent USA/Scientific began
importing Peltier-effect thermal cyclers from the United Kingdom, and sold
them for the same price as petitioner's machine.

Petitioner further contends

that these imported machines had additional features that should have
commanded a much higher price, thereby causing it to lose sales.
USA/Scientific has argued a number of possible alternative causes of any
alleged injury in an attempt to

demo~strate

adverse impact on the domestic industry.

that LTFV imports have not had an

For example, USA/Scientific alleges

that, while selling the petitioner's product under a non-exclusive
/

distribution agreement, deliveries by petitioner never met the sales volume,
and fell behind schedule during the entire period, resulting in substantial
number of lost sales and order cancellations. 56

It also maintains that it did

not turn to imports because of low prices, because it . paid more for the
product it obtained in the United Kingdom than it was paying for the
petitioner's product. 57

USA/Scientific argues that the same prices were

charged for the two products only during a brief introductory period because
of the need to supply customers in accordance with existing contracts which
were to have been supplied by petitioner. 58
In answering these allegations, petitioner MJ acknowledges that there
were early problems with delivery and occasional problems with regard to the
reliability and performance of the heat pumps in its machines.

However,

petitioner claims that USA/Scientific sales representatives tended to quote
56

57
58

Report at A-45.
Respondent's Pre-hearing brief at 34.
Hearing Transcript at 9~.
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overly optimistic delivery times, thereby contributing to the problem of late
deliveries. 59

Petitioner also maintains that quality problems with its heat

pump technology have been ironed out, and that since mid-1990, not one of its
instruments which incorporates the improved technology has been returned for
failure of its heat pump apparatus. 60
It is not the purpose of the Cormnission to assess why the relationship
between MJ Research and USA/Scientific broke down.

The imported product has

consistently been sold at the same or higher prices than the domestic product,
and, as stated above, we generally found that sales were not lost due to
price.
Research and development expenditures have increased significantly
throughout the period of investigation.

Several companies are in the process

of developing improved gene amplification thermal cyclers, and others have
introduced new gene amplification thermal cyclers into their product line.
The evidence does not indicate that LTFV imports have thwarted research and
development efforts by the domestic industry.
For the foregoing reasons, we find that LTFV imports of Peltier-effect
gene amplification thermal cyclers from the United Kingdom were not a cause of
material injury to the domestic industry producing gene amplification thermal
cyclers.
V.

No Threat of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Cormnission to

determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of dumped imports "on the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury

59

60

Report at A-49-50.
Petitioner's Pre-hearing brief at 21.
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is real and actual injury is imminent.

-:~:

Such a determination may not be made

on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition."

61

The ten factors that the

Commission must consider are:
(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the nature of
the subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export
subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the United
States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and
the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious
level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter
the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in
the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
probability that importation (or sale for importation) of the
merchandise (whether or ·not it is actually being imported at the
time) will be the cause of injury,
(VIII) the potential for product shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which
can be used to produce products subject to investigation(s) under
1671 or 1673 of this title or to final orders under section 1671e
or 1673e of this title, are also used to produce the merchandise
under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports
of both raw agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph
(4)(E)(iv) and any product processed from such raw agricultural
product, the likelihood there will be increased imports, by reason
of product shifting, if there is an affirmative determination by
the Commission under section 70S(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect

61

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii).

.. ··.'
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to either the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version
of the like product. 62
In addition, the Cormnission must consider whether dumping findings or
the issuance of antidumping remedies against the same class of merchandise in
foreign countries suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic
industry. 63

We consider each applicable statutory consideration in turn. 64

Producers in the United Kingdom began manufacturing Peltier-effect GATCs
in 1989.
growth.

The U.K. industry, much like the domestic industry, is experiencing
Production capacity increased throughout the period of

investigation, 65

and U.K. producers project capacity will continue to

increase in 1991 and 1992.

Capacity utilization has been quite high during

the period of investigation. 66

Capacity utilization is projected to decrease

for 1991 and 1992 from 1990 levels.
U.K. producers began exporting GATCs to the United States in 1990.
Exports to the United States increased in quantity during the interim period,
and are projected to increase for the remainder of 1991 and 1992. 67

U.S.

inventories of the imported product also increased during the interim
period. 68
62
63

U.S. market share of the imported product increased slightly for

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i), as amended~· 1988 §§ 1326(b), 1329.

~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii), ~amended~ 1988 Act§ 1329.

Because the petition does not allege a subsidy and does not concern
agricultural products, statutory factors (I) and (IX) are not applicable.
Because respondent produces no other products subject to antidumping or
countervailing duty investigations or orders, statutory factor (VIII) is also
inapplicable.
65 Report at A-41.
66 Report at A-41.
67 Report at A-41.
68 Report at A-37.
64
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the interim (Jan.-Mar.) period compared to the share in 1990. 69

However,

despite these increases in the trends for the U.K. industry, we do not believe
that th~ domestic industry is threatened with.material injury, as we find it
unlikely that such penetration' will increase inunineritly to an injurious level.
We are mindfui of.the fact that the industry in the U.K., like the U.S.
industry, is relatively young and expanding.
increase.

Industry trends may continue to

However, projected exports from the United Kingdom to the United

States for 1992 are

a relatively

smail percentage of .1991 U. S~ consumption.

Moreover, there is nothing in the record which would indicate that·domestic
consUtnpti~~. which has.increased significantly throughout the period of

Further, the data collected by the
investigation, will decrease in 1992.
.
.
- ..
Connnission staff indicate that prices for the domestic Peltier-type GATCs are
generally lower than those of the Briti.sh product. 70 ··There is insufficient
evidence in the record to indicate that imports will have a price suppressive
effect on domestic prices.

We find, "therefore, that ·there is' insufficient

evidence on the record that ililports from the United Kingdom·will have

a price

depressive or suppressive effect on the domestic prices in the foreseeable
future.
We find no other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate that
importation of Peltier-effect GATCs will materially injure the U.S. GATC
industry.

We find no evidence that there are production facilities owned or

controlled by the United Kingdom manufacturers which can be used to produce
products subject to antidwnping or countervailing duty investigations or to

69

70

Report at A-46-47.
Report at A-56.
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final orders under seations 706 or 736 of the Tariff Act of

19~0,

as amended,

and are also used to produce GATCs.
We stated in our preliminary determination that at least one domestic
producer believes that the threat of imported merchan4ise being sold at LTFV
undermines its ability to fund research and development, thereby thwarting its
efforts to develop a more advanced product.

We conclude, however, that the

evidence does not demonstrate any actual or potential negative
efforts to develop a

d~rivative

~ffects

on

or more advanced version of the like product.

Research and development expenditures increased significantly throughout the
period of investigation.
models.
fund

Companies have been developing new and improved GATC

The domestic iruiustry also has substantial cash flow and earnings to

conti~ued

development efforts, and there is no evidence that the dumped

imports are having an effect on the domestic industry's ability to enter the
capital market.
Therefore, we fi.nd no threat material injury to the domestic GATC
industry by reason of dumped imports of Peltier-effect GATCs and subassemblies
thereof from the United.Kingdom.
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CONCURRING VIEWS OF ACTING CHAIRMAN ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Gene Amplification Thermal Cyclers From the United Kingdom
Inv. No. 731-TA-485 (Final)
I agree with my colleagues that an industry in the United
States is not being materially injured by reason of dumped GATCs
from the United Kingdom.

I am writing separately only to discuss

my concurrence with the majority's determination to include all
types of GATCs in the like product, and to make my usual microeconomic analysis of the key question of causation.
I.

Domestic Like Product

In Polyethylene Terephthalate Film etc. from Japan and
Korea. Inv. Nos. 731-TA-458 and 459 (Final) USITC Pub. 2383 (May
1991), I explained why I thought we could improve our like product analysis by refining our usual six, seven, or eight part
test to focus instead on whether dumping would induce significant
substitution between the potential like products by either producers or consumers.

In analyzing like product questions in this

way, we can more accurately identify the products that will be
significantly and directly affected by any dumping of the articles subject to investigation.
In the preliminary investigation, I tentatively concluded
that only domestically produced Peltier-effect GATCs should be
the domestic like product.

The record on the final investiga-

tion, however, shows a great deal of substitutability among
consumers of all three types of GATCs.

Nevertheless, the final

investigation continued to show big differences in the prices for
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each type of machine.

This difference continues to make me leary

of finding all GATCs to constitute one like product, because it
does not make sense to have prices thousands of dollars apart for
machines that seem nearly identical to their buyers.

My best

guess is that this price difference reflects the extreme youth of
the industry, and consequently may also reflect either the uncertain quality or initially low quality of machines built by firms
just entering the market.

The record does show some narrowing of

the price differences among the types of machines over the period
of investigation.

I also note that even had I included only

Peltier-effect GATCs in the like product, I would still c:;:onclude
that the dumped British GATCs are not materially injuring a
domestic industry.
The other like product issue in this case is the question of
whether the component parts of the Peltier-effect GATC should be
included in the same like product as the assembled machine.

I

have not had occasion to analyze component parts in light of my
opinion in Pet Film.

But the conclusion that the component parts

in this case should be included in the domestic like product
follows rather easily from my premise that the Commission's likeproduct analysis should concentrate on identifying products that
will be significantly and directly affected by dumping of the
articles subject to investigation.

When, as here, there is no

real use for the components apart from assembly into finished
GATCs, any dumping of finished machines will directly affect the
production of component parts, and any dumping of the component

25

parts will directly affect the production of ·finished machines.
Their very nature as component parts means that they are part of
the same production process that creates finished GATCs.

II.· Material Injury.by Reason of Dumped Imports
Those· who ·follow Commission proceedinqs (or who have read my
opinion in the preliminary investiqation) are aware that my
analysis of causation in title VII cases usually differs from ·
that of my colleaques.

In determininq whether or not a domestic

industry is materially injured by reason of dumped imports, I
consideri as the statute·directs, the volume.and.prices of the
subject imports, the effects of these imports on the price in the
United .. States of the like product, and the effects on the domestic 'industry producinq the like product. -See 19 U.S.C~ Section
1677(7)(B).

As is obvious from these statutory factors, and as I

have· stated so often in the past, 1 a coherent and transparent
analysis.of- the kind demanded by the statute requires me to
assess the domestic market'and understand the role of the subject

See. e.g.; Sparkle-rs from· China. Inv. No. 731-TA-464 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2387, at 19-20 (June 1991) (Concurrinq Views of Actinq
ChairmanAnne E. Brunsdale); Residential Door Locks and Parts
Thereof From Taiwan. Inv. No. 731-TA-433 (Final), USITC Pub.
2253, at 33-36 (January 1990) (Additional Views of Chairman Anne
E. Brunsdale); Electrical Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod from
Venezuela. Inv. Nos. 701-TA-287 (Final) and 731-TA-378 {Final),
USITC Pub. 2103, at 42-46 (August 1988) (Dissentinq Views of
Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale); and Color Picture Tubes from Canada.
Japan. the Republic or Korea. and Singapore. Inv. Nos. 731-TA367-370 (Final); USITC PUb. 2046, at ·23-32 (December 1987)
(Additional Views of Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale).
1

.

. ~·
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imports within that market. ·Economic analysis allows me to make
that assessment.
Economic analysis involves little more than organizing and
evaluating the evidence in the record in a manner that permits me
to assess the impact of the dumped imports in a rigorous fashion.
These tools are not surrogates for the statutory factors.

They

just let me analyze in a direct way the volume effect, the price
effect, and the overall impact of the dumped imports on the
domestic industry as the law specifically and unambiguously
requires.
(A)

19

u.s.c~

Section 1677(7)(B).

The Volume and Prices of the Imports.

The market share

of the British GAT<:;:s was very small, both in value and in quantity in 1990 (the

mo~t

recent year for which we have data).

A-47.

Such a small market share suggests that injury is unlikely, but
to gauge the ef f e~t of the dumped imports on domestic prices and
quantities fully,
British GATCs,

on~

also needs to know what a "fair" price for

ca~culated

under title VII, would be.

In this

case, that margin is also low -- 13.43 percent, on a weighted
basis.

In other words, if sold at a "fair" price, British GATCs

would be 13.43 percent more expensive than they are currently.
(B)

The Effect of the Imports on Domestic Prices.

The effect of British GATCs on the U.S. market is not determined by the volume of such imports and the dumping margin alone.
One must place these imports and the prices at which they are
sold in the context of . the domestic market in which they compete.
This requires an examination of the increase in the quantity of
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GATCs sold that would result from a decline·in the price of the
product -- the elasticity of demand -- and the degree of substitutability between British and U.S. GATCs.
The evidence suggests th'at the elasticity of demand for
GATCs is low.

There are

few~

replicating genetic material.

if any, substitutes for GATCs in
Moreover~

the cost of a GATC

relative to the total cost of operating a molecular genetic
research lab is small.

The Commission staff therefore placed

this elasticity in the range of -0.2 to -o.5.
dum, INV-0-162 (Aug. 12, 1991) at 16. 2

Economics Msmoran-

I agree with this assess-

ment, and conclude that most sales of British GATCs probably came
at the expense of the U.S. industry. '(There·are no other, fairly
traded, imports.)
Another characteristic of the market that has important
implications for the degree of injury resulting from the dumped
GATCs is the substituta·bility between those GATCs and GATCs made
by domestic producers, which is measured by the elasticity of
substitution.

our staff '.concluded that Peltier...;effect GATCs were

fairly substitutable and so estimated this elasticity to be in
the range 3-5.

The elasticity between-the BritishGATCs and all

domestic GATCs is bound to be lower.

Moreover·, the ·record con-

tains strong evidence that the elasticity of substitution has
varied over the period of the
.

inves~ig?tion.

As Commissioners

.

Rohr and Newquist note, ·British i-mports ·began·in earnest in 1990
Neither petitioner nor respondent commented on staff's elasticities estimates. Economics 'Memorandum, INV-0-162 (Aug. 12,
1991) at 2.
· ·
·
·

2
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when the relationship between petitioner and its main distributor
broke down.

The distributor began importing British GATCs to

fill its orders, even though it was charged a higher price by the
U.K. manufacturer.

The evidence strongly suggests that it was

availability rather than price that motivated this switch.
I suspect that the persistence of large price.differences
among the various types of GATCs reflects, at least in part, some
of these initial quality or supply problems.

I am therefo.re.

inclined to estimate· that the elasticity of substitution is at or
below the low end of the range for Pel tier-ef f f!ct machine.s· alone.
The low dumping margin and small market share, together with
t~e

somewhat limited price competition among GATCs, lead me to

doubt whether the domestic industry would make many additional
even if the price of the British imports were 13. 43. P41!rcent

~ales

higher.

And even if the price of British GATCs caused them to

lose their entire market share to the domestic industry,· that
share is so small that it would not have a material. impact on the
industry's

revenues~

Consequently, but for the

e~fects

of

.dump~

ing, the domestic industry's condition would have been about the
same -- prosperous and growing.
I therefore concur with my colleagues• negative determination. 3
I also agree with my colleagues' characterization of the
various factors we must consider in deciding whether a domestic
industry is threatened with material injury. Opin. ~t 20-226. · I
would only add that 19 U. s. c. Section 1677 (7) ( F) ;(ii) requires .
that any threat of injury be real and imminent, and our determination not be based on "mere conjecture or supposition." The
record shows no evidence of a real and imminent threat.
3

;

··.

A-1

INFORMA110N OBTAINID IN 1BE INVFSl1GA110N

.:·.·
....
··..;.

A-3
INTRODUCTION
Following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of certain gene amplification thermal cyclers and subassemblies
thereof 1 from the United Kingdom are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV) (56 F.R. 19638, April 29, 1991),
the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective April 26, 1991, instituted
investigation No. 731-TA-485 (Final) under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in the United
States is materially injured or threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by
reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution of the
Commission's investigation and establishment of a schedule for its conduct,
including a public hearing held in connection with the investigation, was
posted in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and published in the Federal Register on May 15, 1991 (56 F.R.
22446). 2 The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on July 3, 1991. 3
Effective July 15, 1991, Commerce made its final LTFV determination,
which was published in the Federal Register of July 15, 1991 (56 F.R. 32172).
For purposes of this investigation, certain gene amplification thermal
cyclers consist of Peltier-effect in vitro gene amplification thermal cyclers,
whether assembled or unassembled, and the subassemblies thereof specified
below. Gene amplification thermal cyclers are microprocessor-based reaction
controllers that regulate temperatures of biologic reagents through a
programmed and highly controlled thermal regime. They are used in
biotechnology applications, including a biological protocol called in vitro
gene amplification, as well as in several related sequencing and
radionucleotide labeling reactions. Peltier-effect machines use one or more
thermoelectric modules for cooling of the biological sample, and the
thermoelectric modules and/or electric resistive heaters for heating the
biological samples.
Gene amplification thermal cyclers incorporate a metal sample block, one
or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic thermal sensors, a heat
exchanger, power supply circuitry, microprocessor-based logic circuitry,
software, and a housing or enclosure. The following subassemblies are
included in the scope of the investigation when they are manufactured
according to specifications and operational requirements to dedicate them for
use only in a gene amplification thermal cycler as defined in the preceding
paragraph: (1) the sample block/thermoelectric module(s)/temperature
sensor(s)/heat exchanger subassembly, which consists of the sample block, one
or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic thermal sensors, and a
heat exchanger, and which can include an electric resistive heater; (2) the
housing or enclosure, whether finished or unfinished; (3) the membrane keypad
used to program and control the machine; and (4) the software needed for
operation.
Gene amplification thermal cyclers and subassemblies thereof are
provided for in subheadings 8419.89.50 and 8419.90.90, respectively, of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.
2 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A.
3 A list of witnesses appearing at the Commission's hearing is presented in
app. B.
1
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The applicable statute directs that the Commission make its final injury
determination within 45 days after the final determination by Commerce.

BACKGROUND
This investigation results from a petition filed by MJ Research, Inc.,
Watertown, MA, on November 14, 1990, alleging that an industry in the United
States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
LTFV imports of certain gene amplification thermal cyclers (hereafter referred
to in this report as GATCs) and subassemblies thereof from the United Kingdom.
In response to that petition the Commission instituted investigation No.
731-TA-485 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on December 31, 1990, determined that there was such a
reasonable indication of threat of material injury.

THE PRODUCT
Description and Uses
The imported products subject to this investigation are Peltier-effect
in vitro4 GATCs, whether assembled or unassembled, and specified subassemblies
thereof. GATCs are microprocessor-based reaction controllers that regulate
temperatures for small quantities of biologic reagents through a programmed
and highly controlled thermal regime. They are used in biotechnology
applications, including a biological protocol called in vitro gene
amplification, as well as in several related sequencing and radionucleotide5
labeling reactions. Peltier-effect machines use one or more thermoelectric
modules for cooling biological samples and thermoelectric modules and/or
electric resistive heaters for heating the biological samples. The following
subassemblies are included in the scope of this investigation when they are
manufactured according to specifications and operational requirements for use
in a GATC: (a) the sample block/thermoelectric module(s)/temperature
sensor(s)/heat exchanger subassembly, which consists of the sample block, one
or more thermoelectric modules, one or more electronic temperature sensors,
and a heat exchanger, and which can include an electric resistive heater; (b)
the housing or enclosure, whether finished or unfinished, of the GATC; (c) the
membrane keypad used to program and control the GATC; and (d) the software to
operate the GATC. 6
"In vitro" relates to a biological process made to occur in a laboratory
vessel or other controlled experimental environment, rather than within a
living organism or natural setting.
5 Nucleotide is defined as "any of a group of molecules that, when linked
together, form the building blocks of DNA or RNA: composed of. a phosphate
group, the bases adenine, cytosine, guanosine, and thymine, and a pentose
sugar; in ribonucleic acid (RNA), the thymine base is replaced by uracil."
(The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition,
unabridged, 1987.)
6 The description provided on Peltier-effect in vitro GATCs and
subassemblies thereof is from the "Scope of Investigation" section of the U.S.
(continued ... )
4
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In vitro gene amplification is a new biochemical technique that allows
scientists to take minute fr~gments of impure deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and
amplify the DNA more than a millionfold in just a few hours through an
automated procedure. The sample of DNA is combined with specific biologic
reagents, then cycled repetitively through a highly specific thermal regime.
Applications for the amplified DNA include much improved tests, such as for
AIDS detection, diabetes, residual leukemia, lymphoma, and oncogene-linked
cancers.
The first reported sale of GATCs was in***· Such introduction followed
the discovery in 1985 of how to duplicate DNA and the development of the DNAduplicating enzyme by Perkin Elmer Cetus in 1987. Prior to the introduction
of GATCs, the only similar products available were simple devices such as
plastic bowls and hot plates. Some laboratory tests had been made by blotting
techniques that were laborious and expensive, while for some diseases, no
other laboratory techniques existed that could effectively distinguish the
variations of the disease.
The
type; (2)
there may
among the
that they

petition identifies three types of GATCs: (1) the Peltier-effect
the vapor-compression type; and (3) the heat-only type. 7 Although
be considerable differences in engineering, price, and performance
types, 8 much of the sales literature associated with GATCs indicates
are intended to serve many of the same markets. 9

6 ( ••• continued)
Department of Commerce's Federal Register notice of its final determination of
sales at LTFV.
7 Petition, p. 11.
See app. C of this report for heating, cooling, and
other features of the three types.
8 At least two recent trade journal articles have evaluated the three types
of GATCs. An article in Trends in Genetics, vol. 6, No. 8, August 1990,
indicated that Peltier-effect GATCs were superior in consistency and equality
of amplification in all wells than the· other GATCs tested. An article in
BioTechnigues, vol. 9, No. 3, September 1990, found that the GATCs tested (a
vapor-compression Perkin Elmer Cetus GATC, a heat-only HybaidTM GATC, and a
heat-only Biomed GATC) did not satisfactorily fulfill the requirement of
guaranteeing temperature homogeneity for all samples of an individual run and
run-to-run comparability. However,
9 For example, the imported Peltier~effect GATC of LEP Scientific is
identified as " ..• ideal for restriction enzyme digestion, preparative work for
DNA sequencing analyses, 'In-vitro• enzyme-mediated techniques, plus numerous
biochemical reactions where precise control of temperature and time is
. essential" (petition Exhibit F, "Gene Machine II," from USA/Scientific
Plastics). Perkin Elmer Cetus advertises that its vapor-compression unit has
" ... the ability to produce amplified DNA for a variety of research
applications [such as] DNA hybridization, subcloning, restriction site
creation, site-directed metagenesis, sequencing, genetic probes, DNA
footprinting, and protein/DNA interaction" (sales literature from Perkin Elmer
Corp., "Optimizing the PCR Advantage, The Perkin Elmer Cetus DNA Amplification
System," Order No. L-1072C, April 1990). HybaidTM thermal reactors, heatonly cyclers imported from the United Kingdom, are said to have applications
that include "denaturation kinetics, restriction enzyme digests, DNA
(continued ... )

***·
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PELTIER-EFFECT GATCs
Peltier-effect GATCs use one or more Peltier-effect heat pwnps, which
are thermoelectric modules (solid-state electronic devices) for heating and/or
cooling; some Peltier-effect GATCs have electric resistive heaters. Peltiereffect GATCs operate in the following manner. Biological samples are placed
in small, individual, disposable, plastic vessels, or in a disposable,
plastic, microtiter10 plate. These plastic vessels or plates are then
inserted into a metal sample plate that is attached to the Peltier-effect heat
pumps or thermoelectric modules, which are attached on the other side to a
heat exchanger. A microprocessor controller inside the GATC operates a power
supply circuit, which supplies varying quantities of electricity to the
thermoelectric heat pumps and/or the resistive heater. 11 By varying the
current and polarity, the controller can precisely cycle the temperature of
the sample block and its biological samples through a programmed thermal
regime, with excess heat exhausted to ambient air through the heat exchanger.
Each temperature cycle usually incorporates several different temperatures,
generally ranging from about 4° to 100° Centigrade, and changes in temperature
in the sequence must occur accurately and rapidly.
The Peltier-effect GATCs marketed by the petitioner and the respondent,
LEP Scientific, Ltd., both incorporate a metal sample block, thermoelectric
modules, electronic thermal sensors, a heat exchanger, power supply circuitry,
microprocessor-based logic circuitry, proprietary software, and sheet metal
housing. The petitioner's GATC has two Peltier devices, while the
respondent's has a four-device configuration. 12 In addition, the respondent's
Peltier-effect GATC includes interchangeable sample blocks, a printer port,
and an external temperature calibration probe. 13 The petitioner's GATC and
the imported GATC of Savant Corp. use Peltier-effect heat pumps for both
9 ( ••• continued)

sequencing, and RNA and DNA probes" (sales literature from PGC Scientifics
Corp. (National Labnet) covering the HybaidTM thermal reactor, identification
No. 465, undated). Ericomp, Inc., a U.S. manufacturer of the heat-only type
of thermal cycler, advertises that its product is " ... ideally suited for lab
experiments that require the ability to heat and cool test samples
automatically through repeated cycles for any of several user-defined time
intervals and temperatures ranging from 25° to 100° Centigrade" (a higher
upper limit on the low end than certain other producers) (sales literature
from Ericomp, Inc., covering the Easy CyclerTM Series, including price list
dated May 1, 1990.)
10 To titrate is to ascertain the quantity of a given constituent by adding
a liquid reagent of known strength and measuring the volume of reagent
necessary to convert the constituent to another form.
11 Peltier-effect GATCs are controlled electronically rather than
mechanically, as are vapor-compression GATCs. With the Peltier-effect GATCs,
all of the motors, pumps, compressors, valves, high-pressure lines, seals, and
connectors used in vapor-compression GATCs are replaced by a thermoelectric
module.
12 Postconference brief of Howrey and Simon, p. 41.
13 The imported British Peltier-effect GATC of Techne, Ltd., has an
external temperature calibration probe, is self-calibrating, and has an "auto
power-fail restart facility."
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heating and cooling, while the GATCs of Coy Corp. (the other U.S. producer of
Peltier-effect GATCs), of LEP Scientific, and apparently of Techne, use
Peltier-effect heat pumps for cooling, but resistive heaters for heating. 14
Figure l depicts a Peltier-effect GATC. 15

M In a Dec. 7, 1990 telephone conversation with Commission staff, ***said
that the Coy Corp. GATC is different from the HJ Research GATC in that ***
machine separates the heating from the cooling, and he believes that therefore
*** machine has ***·
15 With regard to the comparison between Peltier-effect and heat-only
GATCs, the petitioner contends that Peltier-effect GATCs are superior in
reproducibility, functionality, and convenience. The reproducibility of
samples is allegedly superior because of better temperature consistency and
accuracy; the functionality is allegedly superior, especially for the
enzymatic manipulation of DNA (heat-only GATCs cannot be used on their own for
below-ambient (refrigeration) purposes); and convenience is allegedly superior
because Peltier-effect GATCs may be located anywhere electric power is
available while many heat-only GATCs require connection to a source of tap
water for cooling (postconference brief of MJ Research, p. 2, and conference
exhibit #l, affidavit of Michael J. Finney, Chief Scientist, MJ Research, and
Research Fellow, Dept. of Molecular Biology, Massachusetts General Hospital
and Department of Genetics, Harvard Medical School).
The petitioner also contends that Peltier-effect GATCs are
technologically different from vapor-compression GATCs, are superior to vaporcompression GATCs, e.g., allegedly have more precise electronic control and
more even heating and cooling, and are also substantially lower in price
. (petition, pp. 16, 17, and postconference brief of M,J Research, pp. 3, 4).
The respondent contends that it is not possible to find the clear
dividing lines among GATCs, and that all GATCs constitute one "like" product
(postconference brief of respondent, p. 6). In its preliminary determination,
the Commission found the like product to be all types of GATCs, but indicated
that it would revisit the like product issue in any final investigation (views
of the Commission, p. 9).
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Figure 1
Peltier-effect GATC
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PELTIEll-EFFECT GATC SUBASSEHBLIES
The petitioner identified four subassemblies that are unique to Peltiereffect GATCs. The first is the sample block/thermoelectric modules(s)/
temperature sensor(s)/heat exchanger subassembly, which includes the sample
block, a precisely machined metal block designed to hold one or more of the
four types of reaction vessels generally used. Other components of this
assembly include thermoelectric modules, two or more temperature sensors, an
electric resistive heater, and a heat exchanger. Of these components, only
the heat exchanger is unique, since, as assembled, its only use would be as
part of a Peltier-effect GATC.
The second subassembly is the sheet metal housing. The third
subassembly is the membrane keypad used to program and control the machine;
the specific keypad is almost always built to the specifications of the final
manufacturer. The last subassembly is the proprietary softwa~e of the thermal
cycler. Such a programmed microchip would be wholly unique to the type of
GATC for which it was programmed.
The petitioner's membrane keypads and sheet metal housings are designed
to exact specifications before purchase. The petitioner writes its own
software, and it is specific to the MJ Research machine. With regard to the
principal subassembly (the sample block/thermoelectric modules(s)/temperature
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sensor(s)jheat exchanger subassembly), it is designed and assembled inhouse.16
VAPOR-COMPRESSION GATCs
Vapor-compression GATCs are manufactured only by Perkin Elmer Cetus, and
were one of the first GATCs introduced in the U.S. market. Vapor-compression
machines use a reversed Rankine cycle apparatus, which is a mechanical heat
pump, in order to cool the sample, whereas heating is achieved through the use
of electric resistive heaters. Such heaters are attached to the sample block
for heating, and for cooling the cycler uses a circulating cooling fluid that
passes through channels in the sample block itself. The coolant is chilled by
a vapor-compression apparatus moving a refrigerant (a fluorocarbon) through a
thermodynamic cycle; a mechanical expansion valve releases the high-pressure
refrigerant into an expander. Figure 2 depicts the operation of a vaporcompression GATC.
Figure 2
Vapor-compression GATC
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16 John Finney, President of MJ Research, Inc., testified at the conference
that with regard to subassemblies, " ... the final assembly of them is a fairly
intensive operation which involves the integration of electrical and
mechanical components into a working system, the testing, debugging,
reconstruction and ultimate calibration of which is no small part of the task.
Achieving the type of temperature accuracy that we do in these machines
requires a multistep process of calibration using the Bureau of Standards
thermometers and such things." (Conference transcript, p. 86).
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HEAT-ONLY GATCs
Heat-only GATCs use electric resistive heaters to heat a sample block, a
water bath, or the actual sample vessels. Cooling is accomplished by passing
ambient air or tapwater over a heat exchanger attached to·the block, bath, or
vessel. Unlike the Peltier-effect and the vapor-compression GATCs, the heatonly ~ype cannot actively pump heat, nor is it capable of attaining
refrigeration temperatures unless an external water source or chiller is added
(which raises its cost closer to that of the.other types of GATCs). According
to the petitioner, heat-only machines cannot refrigerate biological samples
following the completio~ of a.gene aJllplification,proc~dure, which compromises
their use by laboratories that run reactions overnight. The operational
layout of a heat-only GATC is shown in figure 3,
Figure 3 .
Heat-only GATC
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Hanufacturing Process

The process of manufacturing Peltier-effect GATCs consists of assembling
the four main components: the logic circuit board, the power circuit board,
the sheet metal housing with keypad, and the sample block/thermoelectric
module(s)/te~perature sensor(s)jheat exchanger. :subassembly, referred to as the
•alpha unit" by MJ Research. nie logic--or computer--board.and the power
board are ~esigned and assembled from individual components, usually supplied
by various electronics.distributors. The sheet metal housing and the keypad
are manufactured, u's~ily by, out'side suppliers, to fit .the producer's
specifications. The ··alpha" ·components , with the exceptio-n of temperature
sensors, are manufactured by or for the producer.. The ."alpha" unit,
consisting of therllloelectric modules, temperature sensors, a heat exchanger,
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insulation and a sample block, is then assembled and calibrated by the GATC
producer. 17

··;··

The process of manufacturing vapor-compression GATCs is somewhat
different from that of Peltier-effect GATCs. The vapor-compression GATC
consists largely of mechanical subassemblies, including a circulating coolant
system with motors and valves, and a vapor-compression unit with high-pressure
lines and a pump that moves a chlorofluorocarbon working fluid through a phase
change. The manufacture of these components is greatly different from the
manufacture of electronic subassemblies, involving a much larger quantity of
capital equipment. The production process is more capital intensive and
involves a somewhat different set of skills and equipment than the
manufacturing process of Peltier-effect GATCs. 18
The production processes for heat-only GATCs vary somewhat, both from
those of Peltier-effect GATCs arid vapor-compression GATCs, and among the
various producers of heat-only GATCs.
In response to the question "Could you produce another type of gene
amplification thermal cycler on the same equipment and machinery on which you
produce your current type of thermal cycler?•, ***responded "No."
·
Only two companies, ***, reported in the affirmative.
specified a caveat: ***. 19

*

*

*

*

*

However, ·each
I

•1

*

U.S. Tariff Treatment
GATCs are provided for in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States (HTS) subheading 8419.89.50, while subassemblies thereof are provided
for in HTS subheading 8419.90.90. The column 1-general or most•favorednation rate of duty, applicable to imports from the United Kingdom, -is 4. 2
percent ad valorem for both HTS subheadings.

THE RATUllE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT L'l'n
Effective July 15, 1991, Commerce determined (in its final
determination) that imports of Peltier-effect GATCs and subassemblies thereof
from the United Kingdom are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United
States at LTFV (56 F.R. 32172). Commerce's final determination assessed the
LTFV margins for LEP Scientific, Ltd., and all other exporters, at 13.82
percent ad valorem. Effective August 8, 1991, Commerce amended the LTFV
margins to 13.43 percent. In addition, Commerce made a negative determination
of critical circumstances (see appendix A, p. B-8).

17
18

19

20

***
Telephone conversations with***·
Questionnaire response, final investigation.
Questionnaire response, final investigation.
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Apparent U.S. Consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption, as presented in this report, is calculated
from U.S. shipments of both U.S. producers and importers, based on
questionnaire responses (table 1).
Apparent U.S. consumption of Peltier-effect GATCs, by quantity, rose by
*** percent from 1988 to 1989 and by *** percent from 1989 to 1990.
Consumption further rose by *** percent from January-March 1990 to JanuaryMarch 1991.
Apparent U.S. consumption of Peltier-effect GATCs as a share of total
U.S. consumption of the combined types of GATCs rose, by quantity, from***
percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989. The share declined to ***percent in
1990, but increased from *** percent in January-March 1990 to *** percent in
January-March 1991.
Total reported apparent consumption of all types of GATCs combined
nearly tripled, by quantity, from 1988 to 1989, and further rose by***
percent from 1989 to 1990. Apparent consumption increased only slightly from
January-March 1990 to January-March 1991.
U.S. Producers
The U.S. Peltier-effect GATC industry is only three to four years old.
The only two domestic producers of Peltier-effect GATCs, MJ Research, Inc.
(the petitioner) and Coy Corp., began production in***· The industry
continues to undergo rapid development. In vitro gene amplification is a new
biochemical technique, heralded in the New England Journal of Medicine as
"clearly one of the most substantial technical advances in molecular genetics
in the past decade." 21 22 Both the petitioner and the respondent, the major
importer of the subject product, assess that this technology soon will be
widely available for clinical application. However, many domestic producers,
importers, and foreign producers judge that the industry could become outmoded
due to technological advances just as rapidly as it developed. (See section
on "Trends in the World Industry.")
Commission staff mailed questionnaires to 17 domestic companies thought
to produce GATCs. Staff confirmed that seven companies currently produce
GATCs for sale--two manufacture the subject Peltier-effect GATCs;·one, vaporcompression GATCs; and four, heat-only GATCs.

New England Journal of Medicine, Jan. 18, 1990, 332(3), p. 178.
The petitioner asserts that the in vitro gene amplification process and
the Peltier-effect thermal cycler technology were wholly developed within the
United States (petition, p. 5; conference transcript, pp. 8-9.) The
respondent counters that worldwide experimentation in product development
occurred simultaneously (respondent's postconference brief of Dec. 7, 1990, p.
5).
21
22

....
·.:·,
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Table 1
GATCs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and
apparent U.S. consumption, by types, 1988-90, January-March 1990, and
January-March 1991
Item

1988

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1990
1991

Quantity (units)
Peltier-effect:
Producers• U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Heat-only:
Producers' ·U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
All GATCs:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

885

2,370

3,163

644

642

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Value Cl.000 dollars)
Peltier-effect:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Vapor-compression:
Producers• U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
Heat-only:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....
All GATCs:
Producers• U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Apparent consumption .....

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

7,626

13,633

17,601

3,626

3,595

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Table continued on the following page.
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Table 1--Continued
GATCs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, and
apparent U.S. consumption, by types, 1988-90, January-March 1990, and
January-March 1991
Item

1988

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1990
1991

Unit value
Peltier-effect:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Average ..................
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Average ..................
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Average ..................
Heat-only:
Producers• U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Average ..................
All GATCs:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Average ..................
1

$***
!ll
***

$***
!ll
***

$***
***
***

$***
!ll
***

$***
***
***

***
!ll
***

***
!ll
***

***
!ll
***

***
!ll
***

***
,.l

***
,.l
***

***
,.l
***

***
***
***

***
,.l
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
\. ***

***
***
***

8,617

5,752

5,565

5,630

5,600

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

Not applicable.

Note--Unit values are calculated using data of firms supplying both quantity
and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. producers• names, locations, specific GATC products and position on
the petition, are shown in the following tabulation:
Firm

Location

Research,
lnc. ~ .... ·... Watertown, MA
Coy Corp.,
Inc ......... Ann Arbor,· Ml
Perkin Elmer
Cetus Corp .. Norwalk, CT

SRecific
Rroduct

Product
classification

Position on
Retition

Gene Machine

Peltier-effect

Supports

Temp Cycler

Peltier-effect

***

DNA Thermal Cycler

Vaporcompression
*
*

***

The Bio<>ven

Heat"'.only

***

Easy Cycler

Heat-only

***

Genet;ic Thermal
Cycler

Heat-only

***

Programmable
.Thermal Blok
*
*

Heat-only

***

MJ

*
*
BioTherm
Corp ........ Ringwood,· NJ
Ericomp, ·
Inc .. ·....... San Diego, CA
Precision
Scientific,
Inc ... _...... Chicago, IL
LaQ-Line
Instruments,
Inc ......... Melrose Park,
IL
*•
*

*

*

*

·*

*

*

PELTIEll-ElP'ECT GATCs
There are currently two U.S. producers of Peltier-effect GATCs:
Research, Inc. (the.petitioner) and Coy Corp.

MJ

MJ Research, Inc., Watertown, MA, characterizes itself as •biotechnology
leaders and innovators.•a Two brothers--Michael J. Finney and John D.
Finney--founded the company in 1986 to manufacture programmable controllers
for use in pulse-filled electrophoresis. According to the petitioner, Michael
Finney had discovered the utility of this technique while a graduate student
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At the time, the petitioner
reports, •there were no off-the-shelf controllers on the market suitable for
implementing the various pulse-field switching systems, so MJ Research built
first two, then twenty, then a hundred such machines." In January 1988 the
company set out to design and build a machine appropriate for implementing
gene amplification and other sequencing reactions. Production of the Peltiereffect GATC began in late 1988 and the first units were shipped in ***. 24
MJ Re.search has undergone.*** since its inception. To accommodate
rising demand for thermal cyclers, the company began_to ***· In summer 1989

a Petit;ion, p.· 55.
24 Petition, pp. 6-7; conference transcript, pp. 8-9; questionnaire in
final investigation.
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Coy Corp, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, manufactures a Peltier-effect GATC, the
Temp Cycler, at th.e company's headquarters in Ann Arbor.. ***
Coy began developing Peltier-effect GATCs in *** and production began in
***
Peltier-effect GATCs now account for about *** percent of the company's
total business. 26 Coy Corp. has constructed a new production facility for
GATCs *** in Ann Arbor, MI. The facility became ope.rational on ***. *** of
Coy called the move ***. 27

VAPOR-COMPRESSION GATCS
Perkin Elmer Cetus Corp. , Norwalk, CT, is. the sole producer of vaporcompression GATCs and the largest producer of GATCs. Perkin Elmer Cetus
reports it began developing the product in ***. 28
Perkin Elmer Cetus has a joint marketing agreement with the Cetus Corp.
of California, a biotechnology company that developed and patented the
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) system and.is reportedly the world's largest
producer of reagents for in vitro gene amplification. Cetus holds the PCR
trade name; Du Pont sued Cetus over the validity of its patent, but the patent
was upheld. 29
Perkin Elmer Cetu~ sells *** the DNA Thermal Cycler, for automating the
PCR process, for which Perkin Elmer Cetus holds the patent.
Perkin
Elmer Cetus is also licensed under patent applications of Cetus Corp. directed
to instrument-automating the PCR process. Perkin Elmer Cetus has patented the
DNA Thermal Cycler, and has other patents pending. 30 31

***·

Perkin Elmer Cetus is widely recognized as a leader in product design
and ~arket share of GATCs. 32 ·*** calls P~rkin.Elmer Cetus "the dominant
presence in the market. " 33 Perkin Elmer Cetus ***. 34

Telepho·ne. conversations with ***, Nov. 23 and Nov. 26, 1990, and with
***, 'Dec. 3, 1990.
27 Telephone conversations of July 17, 1991 with***
28 Questionnaire response, final investigation.
29 Telephone conversations with*** of Perkin Elmer Cetus on ~uly 30, 1991.
30 Questionnaire; telephone conversations with·*** of Perkin Elmer Cetus,
Nov. 26 and Dec. 3, 1990.
31 On July 22, 1991, Perkin Elmer Cetus announced that it would sell its
entire PCR technology business ~o Hoffman-La Roche Inc. of Nutley, New Jersy,
and F. Hoffman-La Roche Ltd. of Basel, Switzerland. Cetus is expected to sell
the domestic assets of its PCR Division to Hoffmann-La Roche and the Divison's
non-U.S. assets to F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. The transaction will include all
the patents and other intellectual property used directly in the PCR business.
The parties expect the transaction to close by the end of 1991.
32 Conversations with industry representatives from***, and others.
33 Letter of Nov. 29, 1990 from ***
34 Telephone conversations with ***
***
26
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Perkin Elmer Cetus is widely recognized as a leader in product design
and market share of GATCs. 32 *** calls Perkin Elmer Cetus "the dominant
presence in the market." 33 Perkin Elmer Cetus ***. 34

HEAT-ONLY GATCs
There are four active producers of heat-only GATCs: Lab-Line
Instruments, Inc., Melrose Park, IL; BioTherm Corp., Ringwood, NJ; Er,icomp,
Inc., San Diego, CA; and Precision Scientific, Inc., Chicago, IL. All
provided useable information in their questionnaire responses in the final
investigation, as well as product and other information for the rec9rd.
Two producers of heat-only GATCs--Lab-Line and Precision Scientific-are primarily manufacturers of other products. Lab-Line builds more than 200
products, including incubators, shakers, water baths, ovens, and environmental
chambers and its production of GATCs is small as a share of the company's
overall production of all praducts. 35 Precision Scientific produces ovens,
water baths, incubators, pet~oleum products, and laboratory apparatus. ***
***·•36 ***

***

37

*** - 38

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
*** experimenting with new technologies. In general, there seems to be
less research arid less development of new products among the U'.S. producers of
Peltier-effect GATCs than among their British counterparts (see section on
"Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the Availability of
Export Markets other than the United States" and "Trends in the Yorld
Industry.")
***

*** . 39

40

During the final investigation, MJ Research's representatives made much
of its development and anticipated sales of this new technology and its
ability to provide field use in settings where portability, light weight, and
a free-standing unit are a definite advantage. 41 In its posthearing brief,
the company reported that ***
***. 42
Conversations with industry representatives from***, and others.
Letter of Nov. 29, 1990 from***·
34 Telephone conversations with***·
***
35 Telephone conversation with***, June 3, 1991.
36 Questionnaire response, final investigation.
37 Questionnaire response, final investigation.
38 Questionnaire response, final investigation.
39 Questionnaire response, final investigation..·,
40 MJ Research and the respondent disagree on the ease of ,such "field use"
for GATCs (see respondent's posthearing brief, pp. 12 and 14, and MJ
Research• s July 18, 1991 letter to the Commission• s inve.stigator).
41 See prehearing brief, posthearing brief, and transcript of the hearing.
42 Posthearing brief, p. 3.
32

33
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U.S. companies took anywhere from three months·t~ two years in the
initial development of GATCs. Each company's date it began development and
production is shown in the following tabulation:
Firm

HJ Research, Inc ............
Coy Corp. , Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Perkin Elmer Cetus Corp .....
BioTherm Corp ...............
Ericomp, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Precision Scientific, Inc ...
Lab-Line Instruments, Inc ...

Start date
of developm~nt

Start date
of production

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***43
***
***
***
***
***
***

Several firms reported they are developing a vapor-compression or heatonly product, but remain in early stages of product development and/or have
built only prototypes and have not yet begun production en masse. *** has
produced three engineering prototype*** GATCs not for sale. ***· product
manager, likens the company's GATC to that of Perkin Elmer Cetus. The company
reports it has had no orders for the unit, only inquiries. It anticipates
commencing production in***• and hopes te> begin selling its GATC by ***. 44

*** reported in the preliminary inv~stigation ~hat it started developing
a GATC in *** and began production in ***· During that investigation, ***
returned a questionnaire to the Commiss~on with limited information. 45 ***
now states that the heat-only GATC units it began building in *** were ***
The company reports it is currently negotiating with distributors and "mulling
it over as to whether to gear up" production. *** also offered that he was
"not convinced that the project is worthwhile right now," and that ***. 46
Rumors have circulated in the GATC induatry that *** is perfecting a
heat-only product. But according to company source·s, ***. 47
U.S. Importei:s
U.S. importers' names, locations, and 1poeific thermal cycler products
are shown in the following tabulation:

43 The first units were shipped in***· although there was earlier
production.
44 Telephone conversations with***· and letter to the Commission from***
45 ***• reported that the company sold*** units in*** and planned to ship
*** units in***·
46 Telephone conversations with ***
47 ***
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Firm

Location

USA/Scientific
Plastics ...... Ocala, FL
Savant
Instruments ... Farmingdale, NY
*
*
*
Techne, Inc ..... Princeton, NJ
*
*
*
National Labnet
Co ............ Woodbridge, NJ
Science/Electronics ....... Dayton, OH

Specific
product

Product
classification

Gene Machine II

Peltier-effect

Savant Temperature Cycler
*
*
*
(PHC-3)
Dri-Block Temperature
Cycler (PHC-1&2)
*
*
*

Peltier-effect
*48
Peltier-effect
Heat-only

*

Hybaid Thermal Reactor,
DNA Pacer

Heat-only

Grant Autogene

Heat-only

The petition named USA/Scientific Plastics as the sole importer of
Peltier-effect GATCs from the United Kingdom. Although not named in the
petition, two other U.S. firms--Savant Instruments and Techne, Inc.--report
purchases of the subject product from British manufacturers. While there are
no known U.S. imports of vapor-compression GATCs, four U.S. importers buy
heat-only GATCs from the United Kingdom.
USA/Scientific Plastics, Inc., Ocala, FL, purchases Peltier-effect GATCs
from LEP Scientific, Ltd. of Andover, United Kingdom. USA/Scientific
Plastic's first imports of the subject product were in***· The company was
founded***· Its staff includes 35 employees located in Florida and
Massachusetts, and 10 full-time sales people on the road. 49 USA/Scientific
Plastics is a former distributor of MJ Research's Gene Machine, and much of
the information developed in this investigation pertains to the troubled
relationship between the two companies. (See section entitled "Other Factors
Influencing the Health of the Domestic Industry" for a detailed account of the
relationship.)
Savant Instruments, Farmingdale, NY, imports Peltier-effect GATCs from
'If**. ***· Savant is ***U.S. importer of the ***-built thermal cycler, which
is completely assembled in the United Kingdom and shipped to Savant.so Savant
also manufactures centrifuges, not a subassembly in GATCs, but often used in
the same laboratory by the same customers as GATCs.

48 *** imported *** Peltier-effect *** thermal cyclers for internal
laboratory use. The units were shipped from ***· The units were produced for
the parent company under a private label by***· *** reports that it does not
intend to sell the *** units and has no plans for further purchases of ***
units (letter from***).·
49 Testimony of Richard E. McDonald, Vice President of USA/Scientific
Plastics, Inc., conference transcript, p. 108.
so Fieldwork at ***
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*** reports it began producing GATCs because Savant, which***• was
looking to market a GATC. Savant approached *** about the possibility of ***
manufacturing the product, as such an undertaking***· *** offers that its
engineering and plant facilities, ***, are well suited to GATC production.
***. 51
Techne, Inc., Princeton, NJ, buys from Techne, Ltd. in Cambridge.
companies are subsidiaries of Techne Corp., a holding company. *** 52

Both

Four U.S. companies· import heat-only GATCs from the United Kingdom.
Techne, Inc. and Science/Electronics buy from Techne, Ltd. and***,
respectively. National Labnet purchases GATCs from Hybaid, Ltd. in
Teddington, Middlesex, ***. 53
The Commission received no information on importers from other
countries.
Channels of Distribution
Producers and importers of all types of GATCs sell through distributors
and/or directly to end us.ers.. However, a few producers also use manufacturer
,representatives .to sell and promo.te the product through their contacts with
the end user. Sales r.epresentatives do not purchase the machines as do
distributors~ but perform sales services. for a specified sales commission.
Both producers and distributors generally sell to end users at the recommended
list price, while sales to distributors are generally made at a substantial
discount below list price. 54 These distributors typically perform many sales
functions for the producer such as advertising,. printing literature, and
staging sales demonstrations.
-U.S. producers and importers that have an existing distribution system-***--sell only to end users. Others such as *** do not have an extensive
distribution sales force and are more likely to sell their GATCs through
distributors. It is an advantage to have a sales force or distributor network
because the product is new and the information concerning the various
producers and technologies may not be known by potential purchasers.
Moreover, distributors and their salesmen often have an existing relationship
with end users through the sale of other related products, giving them an
advantage in sales of GATCs. These relationships are especially important in
this industry because sales are generally one.GATC at a time.
As shown in the following tabulation, U.S. producers sold over ***
percent of all types of GATCs to end users and *** percent through
distributors during 1990, while U.S. importers sold nearly *** percent of all
types of GATCs through distributors and the remaining *** percent to end
users. For sales of Peltier-effect GATCs alone, both U.S. producers and
importers sold most products directly to end users; however, *** reported
51

52
53
54

Conversation with ***
Fieldwork at Techne, Ltd., May 30, 1991.
Letter from ***.
***
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sales of Peltier-effect GATCs through distributors during 1990. Imported
heat-only GATCs are more likely to be sold through distributors, while
domestically produced heat-only GATCs are sold almost equally between
distributors and end users.
U.S. producers• sales to-U.S. importers• sales to-Distributors
End users
Distributors
End users
In percent (based on quantity)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

***

MJ Research reported that it sold GATCs through
distributor outlets,
USA/Scientific Plastics and***· However, USA/Scientific Plastics has ***
distributor for MJ Research.ss USA/Scientific Plastics accounted for over ***
percent of total domestic sales of MJ Research's GATCs until the termination
of their relationship in March 1990.

U.S. producers and importers reported in their questionnaire responses
that nearly 60 percent of the end users who purchased GATCs during 1989-90
were universities, while an additional 15 to 20 percent of the purchasers were
government-related agencies. Other end users cited were research laboratories
and pharmaceutical laboratories. GATCs are marketed to these end users
through trade shows, printed advertising in journals, and by direct contact.

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
The information presented in this section of the report is based on the
questionnaire responses of seven firms, which represent all active producers
of Peltier-effect GATCs, the only known active producer of vapor-compression
GATCs, and four known companies that manufactured heat-only GATCs during the
period of investigation. The Commission sent questionnaires to 17 firms
believed to produce the subject or possible "like" products. 56
U.S. Capacity, Production, and Capacity Utilization
Capacity to produce Peltier-effect GATCs *** from 1989 to 1990.
Capacity*** from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991 (table 2). 57
increase in capacity from 1988 to 1990 is attributable to***.~

SS
56

***·

The

Staff requested full data on GATCs and on subassemblies thereof,
including purchases, shipments, employment, financial, and pricing data, but
few companies provided data on subassemblies.
51 The Commission's questionnaire requested producers of GATCs to report
their "full production capability" of GATCs. "Full production capability" is
defined as the maximum level of production that can be reasonably expected to ·
be obtained under normal operating conditions.
SB To accommodate rising demand for thermal cyclers, ***
***
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Table 2
GATCs: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by types,
1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

.,,.· ··.
..~. :·

";'·.

1988

Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1991
1990

Average-of-period capacity (units)
Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ........... .
Subtotal ................ .
Heat-only ................... .
Total ................... .

(1)

***
***
***
1.104

***
***
***
***
5.028

***
***
***
***
9.143

***
***
***
***
2.286

***
***
***
***
2.300

***

***
***

***
***
5.380

***
***
***

***
1.081

Production (units)
Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ........... .
Sub.total ................. .
Heat-only .................... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***
***
1.071

***
***

***
***
3.392

***

***

***

1.099

Capacity utilization (percent)
Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ...... .' .... .
Average ................. .
Heat-only ................... .
Average ................. .
1

(1)

***
***
***
94.0

***
***
***
***
67.5

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
58.8

50.6

***
***
***
***
51.1

Not available.

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated using data of firms providing both
capacity and production information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Production of Peltier-effect GATCs, which began at the end of 1988,
jumped from *** units in 1988 to *** and *** units in 1989 and 1990,
respectively. Production levels of Peltier-effect GATCs fluctuated little
from January-March 1990 (***units) to January-March 1991 (***units).
Capacity utilization for Peltier-effect GATCs declined by *** percentage
points from 1989 to 1990, and *** from January-March 1990 to January-March
1991.

'··.
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Capacity to produce all GATCs, and actual production of this product,
increased substantially from 1988 to 1989 and again from 1989 to 1990. 59
Capacity and production rose slightly during the interim period of 1991.
Capacity utilization declined in 1989 and 1990, and rose slightly in JanuaryMarch 1991 compared with the corresponding period of the previous year. U.S.
producers' reported production and shares of production, by firms, are shown
in table 3. During 1990, MJ Research's production accounted for *** percent
of U.S. Peltier-effect GATC production and *** percent of total GATC
production. Coy Corp. accounted for *** percent of U.S. Peltier-effect GATC
production, and *** percent of total U.S. GATC production. Together, these
two companies comprised *** percent of the total production of GATCs. Perkin
Elmer Cetus, the sole producer of vapor-compression GATCs, accounted for ***
percent of the total production of all three.types of GATCs.
Table 3
GATCs: U.S. production, by firms, 19901

MJ
Heat-only
companies

Item

*

*

*

Research
Inc.

Coy
Corp.

*

*

*

Perkin
Elmer
Cetus

Total

*

The data reported in the table are for the 2 producers of Peltier-effect
GATCs, the only producer of vapor-compression GATCs, and the four producers
of heat-only GATCs.
·
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. Producers' 11,. S. Shipments
U.S. producers• U.S. shipments of Peltier-effect GATCs lncreased from
units valued at $*** in 1988 to *** units valued at $*** in 1989, and
declined somewhat from 1989 to 1990, both by quantity and by value (table 4).
Such shipments rose by *** units from January-March 1990 to January-March
1991.

***

U.S. producers• U.S. shipments of all GATCs rose by 168 percent from
1988 to 1989, by quantity, and by 78.8 percent, by value. Such shipments
further increased from 1989 to 1990--33.S percent by quantity and 29.1 percent
by value. During the interim period of 1991, overall producers' U.S.
shipments fell slightly both by quantity and by value.

5' Total U.S. capacity to produce GATCs (9,143 units) in 1990 was
substantially higher than apparent consumption of GATCs (*** units) in that
year. Total U.S. capacity to produce Peltier-effect GATCs (*** units) was
substantially higher than consumption of Peltier-effect GATCs (*** units) in
that year.

.-·.
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Table 4
GATCs: Shipments by U.S. producers, by types, 1988-90, January-March 1990,
and January-March 1991
Item

1988

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1990
1991

Quantity (units)
Peltier-effect:
.
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ............... ·.... .
Vapor-compression:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Domestic shipments_........ .
Exports .................. ; ..
Total ................... .
Heat-only:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
All GATCs:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
·***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

885

2,370

3,163

644

642

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

Value Cl. 000 dollars)
Peltier-effect:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
Vapor-compression:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports .......... ·~ ........ .
Total ....•................
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Domes tic ·shipments .......· ..
Exports..................... .
Total ... :· ............... .
Heat-only:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Total ................... .
All GATCs:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ............. .' ..... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***..

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

·***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

7,626

13,633

17,601

3,626

3,595

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Table continued on the following page.
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Table 4--Continued
GATCs: Shipments by U.S. producers, by types, 1988-90, January-March 1990,
and January-March 1991
1988

Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1990
1991

Unit value
Peltier-effect:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Average ................. .
Vapor-compression:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Average ................. .
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Average ................. .
Heat-only:
Domestic shipments.'. ...... .
Exports ................... .
Average ................. .
All GATCs:
Domestic shipments ........ .
Exports ................... .
Average ................. .
1

***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

8,617

5,752

5,565

5,630

5,600

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

$***
(I)

Not applicable.

Note.--Unit values are calculated using data of firms supplying both quantity
and value information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. producers' U.S. shipments of vapor-compression GATCs accounted for
the largest share of total U.S. shipments during the period of investigation.
By quantity, the share *** from*** percent in 1988 to ***percent in 1989,
but *** to *** percent in 1990. Such shipments *** from *** percent in
January-March 1990 to *** percent in January-March 1991. *** vaporcompression GATCs accounted for the majority of all GATC shipments during the
period examined.
The unit value of all shipments of Peltier-effect GATCs *** from 1988 to
1989, but declined by *** percent from 1989 to 1990, and then declined by ***
percent from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991. The unit value of all
GATCs decreased by*** percent from 1988 to 1989, but rose by*** percent from
1989 to 1990 and increased slightly from January-March 1990 to January-March
1991. The unit values varied substantially by type of GATC, with vaporcompression GATCs having by far the highest unit values.
U.S. Producers' Exports
U.S. producers' exports of all GATCs climbed during the period of
investigation, and accounted for a significant share of U.S. producers' total
shipments of GATCs. 60 Total exports of GATCs increased more than*** from
1988 to 1989, more than*** from 1989 to 1990, and further rose by *** percent
from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991.
U.S. producers' exports, as a share of total shipments, rose from***
percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989 and to *** percent in 1990. Such
exports *** from *** percent in January-March 1990 to *** percent in JanuaryMarch 1991.
U.S. producers' exports of Peltier-effect GATCs increased from *** units
in 1988 to *** units valued at $*** in 1989 and *** units valued at $*** in
1990. Exports *** by *** percent, by quantity, and by *** percent, by value,
from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991, due to *** during this period.
U.S. Producers' Inventories

*** ***(table 5).
based on orders.

Nearly all GATC producers manufacture the product

60 *** reported that its principal export markets were *** (questionnaire
response, final investigation). The company reports it competes***· ***
reported exports to'***, ·while*** reported shipments to***· Of the heatonly GATC companies, *** reported exports to ***· *** reported no exports.
Information on the foreign markets of the other heat-only companies was not
available.
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Table 5
GATCs: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by types, 1988-90,
January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. Employment, Wages, and Productivity
Trends in the number of production and related workers (table 6)
paralleled the upward trends in production and shipments of GATCs. The number
of workers producing Peltier-effect GATCs increased from *** in 1988 to *** in
1989, and further rose to *** in 1990. The number of workers increased from
*** to *** from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991. Hours worked,
wages, and total compensation paid to these workers increased accordingly.
Hourly wages paid to workers producing Peltier-effect GATCs declined by
percent from 1988 to 1989, while hourly total compensation remained
constant. Hourly wages and hourly total compensation rose by *** percent and
*** percent, respectively, from 1989 to 1990. The initial decline is due to
*** paid throughout the period under investigation. ***. 61

***

The trends in reported employment indicators for workers producing all
GATCs were nearly identical to those for the Peltier-effect GATCs.
Two producers--***--reported that they had laid off workers during the
period under investigation. *** explained:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** indicated that, for financial reasons, it permanently reduced its
staff at work in the manufacture of heat-only GATCs. The company laid off
***
Only one U.S. GATC producer, Precision Scientific, employs unionized
workers. The United Steel Workers of America represents the company's
personnel.
GATC-producing companies typically are small and employees working in
them must be flexible. Employees typically are trained to carry out a variety
of duties. *** reports it only has *** full-time employees to do all jobs
related to GATCs. ***.e Employee flexibility is critical, especially if the
company produces more than one product. As *** explains, •All employees are
cross-trained to perform a variety of functions on many different products.• 64

~

Telephone conversation with ***·
Questionnaire response, final investigation.
e Telephone conversation with ***·
64 ***·
62
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Table 6
.
Average number of production and related workers producing GATCs, hours
worked,1 wages and total compensation paid to such employees; and hourly
wages, hourly total compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 2 by
types, 1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991
.

Item

Peltier-effect ...............
Vapor-compression ............
Subtotal. ................
Heat-only ....................
Total .... ·............ : ...

1988

Jan. -Mar. - 1989
1990
1990
1991
Number of production and related
workers CPRWs)

***
***
***
***
11

***
***
***
***

34

***
***
***
***
52

***

***
***
***
32

.: :··

·>::·_.:

***
***
***
***
35

Hours worked by PRWs Cl.000 hours) 1
Peltier-effect ..........•....
Vapor-compression ......... ·: ..
Subtotal ...............· ...
Heat-only ....... '........· .....
Total .............. , .....

***
***
***
***
10

***
***
***
***
(3)

***
***

***

***
***
<3l

***
<3l

***
***

***
***
***
***
<3l

Wages paid to PRWs Cl.000 dollars)
Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ........... .
Subtotal ................ .
Heat-only .............. ·..... .
Total ................... .

***
***
***
***

Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ........... .
Subtotal ....... ~ . ~· ...... .
Heat-only ........... ·........ .
Total ................... .

***
***·
***
***

70

113

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

·***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

473
699
Total compensation paid to PRWs
Cl.000 dollars)

645

926

***
168

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
220

Hourly wages paid to PRWs
Peltier-effect .............. .
Vapor-compression ........... .
Average ....... : .. _....... .
Heat-only ...... ·............. .
Average ................. .

$***
***
***

***

7.00

Table continued on the following page.

$***
***
***
***

$***
***
***
***

(3)

$***
***
***

***

$***

***
***
***

."
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Table 6--Continued
Average number of production and related workers producing GATCs, .hours
worked, 1 wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly
wages, hourly total compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 2 by
types, 1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991
1988

Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Mar. - 1990
1991

Hourly total compensation paid to PRWs
Peltier-effect ...............
Vapor-compression ............
Average ..................
Heat-only •...................
Aver_age: .................

$***
***
.***
***

11.30

$***
***
***
***
<3>

$***
***
***
***
<3>

$***
***
***
***
<3>

$***
***
***
***
<3>

Productivity (units per 1.000 hours)
Peltier-effect .....-..........
Vapor-compression ............
Average ..................
Heat-only ....................
Average ..................

***
***
***
***

107,1

***
. ***
***
***
<3l

***
***
***
***
<3l

***
***
***
***
<3l

***
***
***
***
<3l

$***
***
***
***
<3>

$***
***
***
***
<3>

Unit labor costs
Peltier-effect ...............
Vapor-compression ............
Average ..................
Heat-only •...................
Average ..................
1

$***
***
***
***
106

$***
***
***
***
(3)

$***
***

***

***
<3>

Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
the basis of total compensation paid.
Not available.

2 On
3

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms-supplying both numerator and
denominator information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers

. ·:·

Six U.S. producers--BioTherm, Coy, Ericomp, MJ Research, Perkin Elmer
Cetus, and Precision Scientific--accounting .for *** percent of·production of
all GATCs in 1990, provided income-and-loss data on their GATCs and on their
establishment operations.M

OVERALL ESTABLISHMENT OPERATIONS
Ericomp, BioTherm, and Coy commenced production of GATCs in***,
respectively. Their reported data are the same for overall establishlnent and
GATC operations. MJ Research's sales of GATCs have accounted for *** percent
-or more of sales of its overall establishment operations since ***· when it
~tarted producing GATCs.
MJ Research produced *** in its establishment during
the period of investigation. Precision Scientific started production·of GATCs
in *** and its sales of GATCs accounted for only *** percent of sales of its
averall establishment operations in 1990, Perkin Elmer Cetus commenced
production of GATCs in*** and it provided data for 1988, 1989, and 1990 on
i~s GATCs operations only; these same data were also used for its overall
establishment operations. The overall establishment income-and-loss data for·
all six reporting firms are presented in table 7.
Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of
their establishments wherein GATCs and subassemblies thereof are produced,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

:Source: Compiled from data· submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*

*

quest,~onnaires

of the'

··OPDATIONS ON PELTIER-EFFECT GATCs

Coy and MJ Research produce only Peltier-effect GATCs and/or
subassemblies thereof. Their combined income-and-loss data are shown in table ·
8. They accounted for *** percent of production of Peltier-effect GATCs
throughout the period of investigation. Since MJ Research started its
shipments of Peltier-effect GATCs ***, 1988 data represent: only Coy.Corp.
Only*** reported sales of***·
Net sales of Peltier-effect GATCs and subassemblies thereof jumped from
$*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989 for the two producers combined and then *** to
$*** in 1990. Such sales *** by about *** percent from $*** in January-March
1990 to $*** in the corresponding period of 1991.
·

M Data of MJ Research, Inc. were verified by the Commission. Data were
revised because the company's ***· For overall establishment operations, the
revised data showed***· ***
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S.producers on their operations producing
Peltier-effect GATCs and subassemblies thereof, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The average operating income margin for the two firms' operations on
Peltier-effect GATCs and subassemblies thereof *** from *** percent in 1988 to
*** percent in 1989 and then *** to *** percent in 1990. As a share of net
sales, selling, general, and administrative (SG&A) expenses *** from***
percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989 and then *** to *** percent in 1990.
During January-March 1991, the operating income margin *** percent compared
with a margin of *** percent in the corresponding period of 1990. During
January-March, as a share of net sales, cost of goods sold***, while SG&A
expenses *** in 1991 compared with 1990. Net income margins followed the same
trend as did operating income margins during the period of investigation.
The key financial data by firm are presented in the following
tabulation:
January-March- 1990
1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

OPERATIONS ON VAPOR-COMPRESSION GATCs
Perkin Elmer Cetus, the only producer of vapor-compression GATCs,
accounting for *** percent of the production of vapor-compression GATCs
throughout the period of investigation, supplied income-and-loss data. These
data are shown in table 9. Perkin Elmer Cetus started its production of
vapor-compression GATCs in***· Net sales of vapor-compression GATCs *** from
$*** in 1988 to $*** in 1990. During the same period, the number of units
sold***; however, the average sale price***· Per-unit cost of goods sold
*** from 1988 to 1989, but *** in 1990, whereas unit SG&A expenses *** each
year. Operating income in absolute dollars *** from $*** in 1988 to $*** in
1990, ***
Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of Perkin Elmer Cetus on its operations producing
vapor-compression GATCs and subassemblies thereof, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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OPERATIONS ON PELTIER-EFFECT AND VAPOR-COMPRESSION GATCs COMBINED
The financial data for Peltier-effect and vapor-compression GATCs
combined are presented in table 10. Net sales *** from $*** in 1988 to $***
in 1990. The operating income margin *** from *** percent in 1988 to ***
percent in 1989 and *** percent in 1990. During January-March 1990 and 1991,
data are for only Peltier-effect operations because Perkin Elmer Cetus did not
provide interim data on its vapor-compression GATC operations.
Table 10
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
Peltier-effect plus vapor-compression GATCs and subassemblies thereof, fiscal
years 1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

OPERATIONS ON HEAT-ONLY GATCs
BioTherm Corp., Ericomp, and Precision Scientific produce only heatonly GATCs. Their combined income-and-loss data are presented in table 11.
They accounted for *** percent of production of heat-only GATCs in 1990.
BioTherm Corp., Ericomp, and Precision Scientific commenced their production
of heat-only GATCs in***, respectively. ***
Table 11
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
heat-only GATCs and subassemblies thereof, fiscal years 1988-90, January-March
1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
***
Net sales of he~t-only GATCs *** by *** from $*** in 1988 to $***
in 1989 and then *** by *** percent to $*** in 1990. Such sales *** during
January-March 1990 and 1991. ***
Operating*** margins *** from*** percent
in 1988 to *** percent in 1990 after a *** margin of *** percent was reported
in 1989. ***margins rose from*** percent in January-March 1990 to***
percent in the corresponding period of 1991. The key financial data by firm
are presented in the following tabulation:
January-March- 1990
1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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OPERATIONS ON ALL GATCs
Net sales of all GATCs rose by *** percent from $*** in 1988 to $*** in
1990 (table 12). Such sales*** by*** percent from$*** in January-Karch
1990 to $*** in January-Karch 1991. The largest producer, Perkin Elmer Cetus,
did not provide data for the interim periods. The aggregate operating income
*** in absolute dollars from $*** in 1988 to $*** in 1990. However, during
the same period, operating income margins *** from *** percent to *** percent.
During January-Karch, operating income *** from $***• or *** percent of net
sales, in 1990 to $***• or *** percent of net sales, in 1991. The key
financial data by firms are presented in table 13.
Table 12
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
GATCs and subassemblies thereof, fiscal years 1988-90, January-Karch 1990, and
January-Karch 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 13
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
GATCs and subassemblies thereof, by firms, fiscal years 1988-90, January-Karch
1990, and January-Karch 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

INVESTMENT IN PRODUCTIVE FACILITIES
The value of property, plant, and equipment and total assets of the
reporting firms are presented in table 14. The return on book value of fixed
assets and the return on total assets are also shown in the table. Coy Corp.
and Perkin Elmer Cetus did not provide total assets data. For Peltier-effect
GATC operations, operating and net returns on the book value of fixed assets
followed generally the same trend as the ratios of operating and net income to
net sales. For all GATC operations, operating and net returns on the book
value of fixed assets and on total assets rose from 1988 to 1989 and then
declined in 1990; such returns increased in January-Karch 1991 compared with
January-Karch 1990. However, such returns are *** among GATC producers
because their investment in productive assets is *** compared with operating
and net income. The return on heat-only GATCs is *** because it reflects
mainly the return of ***
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Table 14
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers• establishments wherein
GATCs and subassemblies thereof are produced, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
The capital expenditures incurred by the reporting firms are shown in
the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
Januar,y-March- 1991
1990

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Perkin Elmer Cetus did not provide capital expenditures data.

***

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES
The research and development expenses reported by the responding firms
are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
January-March-1990
1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Perkin Elmer Cetus did not supply research and development expenses
data. The majority of research and development expenses for Peltier-effect
GATCs were incurred by***· and such expenditures for heat-only GATCs were
reported by ***
***

IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT
The Commission requested each producer to describe any actual and/or
potential negative effects of imports of Peltier-effect GATCs and
subassemblies thereof from the United Kingdom on its growth, investment,
ability to raise capital, and existing development and product.fan efforts
(including efforts to develop a derivative or improved version of its
products). The producers• responses are presented in appendix D.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff.Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise~ the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors~-(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether th~ subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement) ,
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in.the exporting country likely to
result.in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandi~e to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices ·that will have
a dep~essing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,

(V) any suQstantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the.merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that ·~y determination by the.Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States_ is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
66
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities oWned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject·to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 736, are also
used to produce the merchandise under investigation,

.:·.··

(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased import~,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development· and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 67
Item (I), regarding subsidies, and item (IX), regarding agricultural
products, are not relevant in this case. Information on the volume, U.S.
market penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items
(III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section entitled •consideration of
the causal relationship between imports of the subject merchandise and the
alleged material injury or threat thereof;" and information on the effects of
imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers• existing development and
production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section entitled
"Consideration of alleged material injury." Available information on U.S.
inventories of the subjec·t products (item (V)); foreign producers• operations,
including the potential for "product:.shifting" (items (II), (VI), and (VIII)
above); any other threat indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any
dumping in third-country markets, follows.
U.S. Inventories of GATCs from the United KingdOJll.
USA/Scientific's U.S. inventories of Peltier-effect GATCs from the
United Kingdom amounted to*** units as of June 1991; ***.A
***provided
Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in othe·r GATT membe~ markets ·against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
68 These units are included as British exports to the United States in
tables 16 and 19.
67

: ..-.~·.
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the following tabulation detailing its supplier's shipments, inventories
maintained in a warehouse in Orlando, FL,'· and units released from that
warehouse to USA/Scientific's custody in Ocala, FL for sale. 69
(USA/Scientific noted that the warehouse***):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The*** other importers of Peltier-effect GATCs reported the following
inventories: *** had *** units in stock as of December. 3.1. 1990 and *** units
as of March 31, 1991, while *** reported***·
Information on end-of-period inventories of U.S. imports. from the United
Kingdom is presented in table 15.
Table 15
Peltier-effect GATCs: End-of-period inventories of U:S. im~o:rts from the
United Kingdom, 1988-90, January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Ability of Foreign Producers.to Generate Exports and the Availability of
Export Markets other than the United States
Commission·staff identified three British producers' of Peltier~effect
GATCs. LEP Scientific, Ltd:, Andover, named in the peti.tion., is the major
exporter of this product from the United Kingdom to the United States. ***
and Techne, Ltd. in Cambridge, also export Peltier-effect GATCs to the United
States.
All .three British companies ·have been developing;' in conjunction with
research teams of local universities, a ·Peltfer-'effe'ct. GATC o_ver a period of
several years. All report theft the' Peltier.technology was especially
difficult to perfect, but that there is a demand for the specific Peltier
product. According to ***• the Peltier device is "compact, easy to
manufacture ... Pelt-ier is easier to produce, technically more adept, you don't
have to plug it into a water supply. Not as much mechanics are involved and
this makes it more reliable and easier to service ... It is esthetically more
attractive, more elegant. " 70
.

(

*** chose a four-Peltier device, as opposed to a two-Peltier device such
as that of MJ Research's. *** explained that a four-Peltier device increases
the uniformity across the block, creates a .larger sur_fac~. area, and thus does

Letter of July 23, 1991:,. from Howrey & Simon, counsel for LEP
Scientific; and conversations with Howrey & Simon, July 30, 1991.
m Fieldwork, May *** 1991.
69
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not stress each Peltier
accurate this way. 71

d~vice

as much.

The results, ***, are reportedly more

.:·

..

With respect to any additional or special features of the British
Peltier-effect GATCs, the companies' engineers reported the following: LEP
Scientific reported its product had interchangeable blocks, external
calibration, solid-state heating and cooling, two-piece design, and remote
operation. 72 Techne reported that its GATC is self-calibrating, and has autocalibration of the external probe, ramp rate in degrees per second, and auto
power-fail restart facility. 73 ***reported its GATC had*** additional or
·
special features. 74
··

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** regard Perkin El11er Cetus as their most formidable competitor. As
***expressed, Perkin Elmer Cetus fs •by far the biggest.• They listed the
British company Hybaid next, followed by each other, the Ce:tman firm Biometra,
th.e Japanese company Astek, and the American producers Ericomp and Coy.

*
~

*

*

*

*

*

SCIIBTIPIC, LTD.

LEP Scientific, Ltd,, Andover, began building Peltier prototypes in ***•
.and went into co11111ercial production in***· Sales to USA/Scientific began in
***
***
LEP primarily manufactures three products, including a blood group
4ll&lyzer and a hemostasis machine. LEP•s third product, the GATC, accounted
for*** percent of the company's total sales for fiscal year 1990. 76

*

*

*

*

*Tl 78

LEP employs a total of.*** people, including*** staff, and***. fulltime production workers who work on all three products. The GATC parts--an
incubator, microprocessor unit, and alpha unit--***. 79 ·
LEP devotes floor space to each of its operations in these proportions:
i>rQduction, ***percent;; research and clevelopaent, *** percent;.stores, ***
percent; offices, *** percent. 80

71
72
73
74
75
76
Tl
78

79
80

Fieldwork at ***, May 28, 29, and 30, 1991.

***

***
Telephone conversations wi~h ***·
Fieldwork at ***, Kay*** 1991.
Foreign producer questionnaire response, final investigation,
Foreign producer questionnaire response, final investigation.
Fieldwork, May 28, 1991.
Fieldwork, May 28, 1991.
Fieldwork and questionnaire response.

:;."•
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LEP teamed up with USA/Scientific Plastics after LEP's managing director
met a USA/Scientific representative at an exhibition. At that time LEP was
toying with entering into an agreement with***, but decided to sign an
exclusive licensing agreement with USA/Scientific Plastics after further
contact and consideration. No agreement between the two companies ***. 11
*** is LEP's major market, and LEP sells to distributors in ***
the company's second largest market, while *** is the third. LEP has
representatives in***·

*** is

LEP reports that there are *** and that LEP does not anticipate *** this
year. The production of GATCs for all markets has and will be *** for 1991,
as LEP ***· The company has ***· Production capacity for 1992 is expected to
***
However, LEP expects to *** its production and sales for the European
market, and, in 1992, begin selling GATCs ***·
LEP ***· As of June 6, 1991, the company reported*** instruments in
total stock, ***of which were free stock. 82 During 1990 and 1991, the
company***
(See "U.S. inventories of GATCs from the United Kingdom.")

*** not named in the petition, contemplated entering the Peltier-effect
GATC market toward the end of *** and began commercial manufacturing of the
product in***· *** teamed up with a research group at *** to develop the
Peltier-effect GATC. The group***·
***
The company produces the GATC on the same equipment and machinery
it uses to manufacture these other products. *** reports that its engineering
and plant facilities, including ***, are well suited to GATC production.
*** emphasizes that it entered the Peltier-effect GATC market only ***
Savant ***. 13 ***began selling to Savant in***·
The GATC product resulting from this agreement is ***
Savant ***
***
sales force *** sales of the company's GATC. The *** thermal cycler is ***
***. 84 ***
*** reports it has ***

TECHNE, LTD.
Techne, Ltd., Cambridge, also not named in the petition, held production
of Peltier-effect GATCs *** while engaging in a research project ***
The
company had been manufacturing (and continues to make) two types of heat-only
Fieldwork, conversations with***, May 28, 1991.
Foreign producer questionnaire response, final investigation, and
fieldwork, May 28, 1991.
83 ***
84 ***
81

82
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GATCs (PHC-1 and PHC-2), products which it likens to those of the American
producers of heat-only GATCs, Precision Scientific, Lab-Line, and Ericomp.
Techne's sales in the United Kingdom and shipments to the United States ***

··. ·.:

ti

Techne, Ltd. is primarily a manufacturer of laboratory equipment. The
company manufactures GATCs on the same equipment and machinery used in the
production of its other products. Techne employs *** assembly line workers
and engineers, but those workers are not dedicated to manufacturing any
particular product.
GATCs (of all types) accounted for about *** percent of the company's
total sales of all products in 1990 and company representatives project ***
for 1991 and 1992. 86 Techne currently produces ***.n Techne estimates that
sales of Peltier-effect GATCs will account for *** percent of the firm's total
sales in 1990-91.
Techne sells ***
In North America, Techne, Ltd. has contracted with
Techne, Inc. to ***· Techne, Ltd. sold the PHC-1 and PHC-2 in 1988 and 1989,
respectively, ***• Techne, Inc. ***
Techne reports ***

BRITISH PRODUCERS' TRADE DATA
Commission staff made direct requests to the three foreign producers of
Peltier-effect GATCs and also asked that counsel representing LEP Scientific,
Ltd. and Techne, Ltd. in the investigation provide information on these
companies' Peltier-effect GATC operations. 88 The information solicited
consisted of production, inventories, capacity, home-market shipments, and
exports to the United States and all other countries, for each of the periods
covered by the investigation. The request also asked for projections for
these same factors for 1991 and 1992. Tables 16-20 present the data received.
Table 16
Peltier-effect GATCs: LEP Scientific's capacity, production, inventories, and
shipments, 1988-90, January-March 1990, January-March 1991, and projections
for 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Questionnaire response.
***
***
88 A request for data on the Peltier-effect GATC industry in the United
Kingdom was also made of the U.S. embassy in London. A response was received
in July, which contained no useful additional information not already on the
record.
85

86
87

: ..-.
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Table 17
Peltier-effect GATCs: *** capacity, production, inventories, and shipments,
1988-90, January-March 1990, January-March 1991, and projections for 1991 and
1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 18
Peltier-effect GATCs: Techne's capacity, production, inventories, and
shipments, 1988-90, January-March 1990, January-March 1991, and projections
for 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 19
Peltier-effect GATCs: Total U.K. capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, January-March 1990, January-March 1991,
and projections for 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 20
GATCs: U.K. Peltier-effect GATC shares of production and shipments to the
United States, by firms, 1988-90, January-March 1990, January-March 1991, and
projections for 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
No British company produced Peltier-effect GATCs before 1989. U.K.
combined production capacity for Peltier-effect GATCs jumped *** percent from
1989 to 1990, and rose *** percent from January-March 1990 to January-March
1991. This *** trend was due mainly to ***· Projected production capacity
nearly doubled from 1990 to 1991 and is projected to further increase by an
estimated *** percent from 1991 to 1992, due mainly to ***
LEP entered the market in***, and the company's production capacity for
Peltier-effect GATCs *** percent from 1989 to 1990, but *** by *** percent
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from January-March 1990 to January-March 1991. LEP projected that capacity
would *** by *** percent from 1991 to 1992. ***
*** entered the market in *** and estimated its capacity to produce
Peltier-effect GATCs at ***units during that year. The company's capacity
*** from*** units in January-March 1990 to *** units in January-March 1991,
and the company projects its capacity to produce the subject product at***·
Techne, which began production in***, assessed its capacity at***
units in 1991 and projected *** in 1992.
Overall British production of Peltier-effect GATCs rose by *** percent
from 1989 to 1990, and *** by percent from January-March 1990 to the
corresponding period of 1991. Again, LEP accounted for *** the initial
activity, *** its production from*** units in 1989 to ***units in 1990.
However, LEP's production of the subject product*** by*** percent from***
units in January-March 1990 to ***units in January-March 1991. LEP
attributed its *** in production and capacity to ***·
*** accounted for *** percent of the production (*** units) of Peltiereffect GATCs during 1990, its first year in the market, and *** its share of
production to *** percent (*** units) in January-March 1991. Upon entering
the market in 1991, Techne comprised *** percent of the production (*** units)
of the subject product during January-March 1991.
*** projected a production increase from 1991 to 1992, an overall rise
of *** percent. ***
During 1990, the United States accounted for *** percent of total
shipments of Peltier-effect GATCs by U.K. producers. The percentage of
exports to the United States *** from *** in January-March 1990 to *** percent
in January-March 1991. ***
LEP reported *** exports to the United States
during January-March 1990 or January-March 1991, or plans to export during the
rest of 1991. The company projects it will export *** units to the United
States in 1992, an estimated *** percent of its total projected shipments
during that year.
*** sold *** units (*** percent of its total shipments) in the United
States during 1990, and*** units (*** percent of its total shipments) during
January-March 1991. The company projects *** and estimates it will sell ***·
Techne sold *** units (*** percent of its total shipments) in the United
States during January-March 1991. The firm projects ***·
Although the U.S. Department of Commerce's final determination of sales
at LTFV was based on an investigation of LEP Scientific, that firm projects
*** exports to the United States in 1991. *** and Techne will be ***
exporters of the subject product to the United States in 1991, ***·
There is no evidence of the existence of any dumping findings or
antidumping remedies in GATT-member countries on Peltier-effect GATCs from the
United Kingdom.
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There are no known British producers of vapor-compression GATCs and
three known British producers of heat-only GATCs that export to the United
States. Techne, Ltd., Cambridge, introduced the heat-only product into the
U.S. market in***· Techne, Ltd. sells to Techne, Inc. 89 Of the remaining
***exporters to the United States of heat-only GATCs, Hybaid, Ltd.,
Teddington, sells to National Labnet, while *** sells to Science/Electronics.
National Labnet imported*** units in 1990, ***units in January-March
1990, and *** units in January-March 1991, and provided no projections for
1991 or 1992. 90 Science/Electronics projected it would buy *** or *** units
from its British supplier in 1991. Techne, Inc. *** its imports from ***
units in 1988 to *** units in 1989, and*** this level to *** units in 1990.
Its imports of heat-only GATCs *** from *** units in January-March 1990 to ***
units during the corr.esponding period of 1991. The company projects it will
import *** heat-o~ly units in 1991. 91
Trends in the World Industry
World Peltier-effect GATC production is concentrated in the United
States and the United Kingdom~ The U.S. industry is three to four years old,
with the only two domestic producers of Peltier-effect GATCs, MJ Research,
Inc. (the petitioner) and Coy Corp., entering the market in 1988. The British
industry is one to two years old. LEP began production of Peltier-effect
GATCs in***• *** in***• and Techne in***
The industry continues to undergo rapid development, and is rife with
rumor about which new and existing companies are experimenting with Peltiereffect products. German and Japanese companies are said to be working on
developing Peltier-effect GATC models. Foreign producers of GATCs of unknown
type that do not export to the United States include three German companies-Biometra, Biomed Theres, and Landgraf.
Many industry sources assess that the Peltier technology soon will be
widely available for clinical application. Despite this general enthusiasm,
however, sources in the United States and the United Kingdom underscore the
uncertainty of a new and dynamic industry. Domestic producers, importers, and
foreign producers all assess that the industry could become outmoded due to
~echnological advances just as quickly as it developed.
As *** explained, •In
two years the product may not exist because it can't be used en masse--a more
automated product would have to be developed." *** further explained:
"Someone could come up with new product and the demand for Peltier-effect
GATCs could be phased out as quickly as it grew--or it could double ... We could
sell 1 unit or 1,000." As a result, few companies are stepping wholeheartedly into production of their new GATC prototypes. 92
Experimentation is not limited to Peltier technology. In the months
since the preliminary investigation, staff has learned of several new
89
90

91
92

Fieldwork, ***.
Questionnaire response, final investigation.
Telephone conversation with ***• Dec. 20, 1990.
***
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potential producers of heat-only and vapor-compression GATCs for the domestic
market. *** for example, have been developing prototypes and considering
whether to produce GATCs.
CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE
SUBJECT MEllCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATEB.IAL INJUllY OR THIUtAT THEB.EOF
U.S. Imports
Table 21 presents U.S. imports of Peltier-effect GATCs from the United
Kingdom." Such import~. which began in 1990, amounted to ***units, valued
at $*** (with a unit value o~ $***) during that year. Of the *** units
imported, *** were by USA/Scientific Plastics. In addition, the British
producer LEP Scientific, Ltd. shipped *** units to the United States during
1990 and *** units during January-March 1991. USA/Scientific Plastics
received its first ~mports of Peltier-effect GATCs for commercial sale in ***
1990. Savant's import$ began in*** and Techne•s began in***·
Imports of heat-9nly GATCs began in 1988 and rose from *** units in 1988
to *** units in 1989 and *** units in 1990. Imports declined by *** percent
from January-March ~?90 to the comparable period of 1991. ***
Table 21
GATCs: U.S. imports ~rom the United Kingdom, by types, 1988-90, January-March
1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

* .

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Importers• U.S. shipments of GATCs from the United Kingdom are presented
in table 22.
Table 22
GATCs: Shipments of U.S. imports from the United Kingdom, by types, 1988-90,
January-March 1990, and January-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

93

***

... ·
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Market Penetration by the Subject Imports
Table 23 details the U.S. market shares of GATCs accounted for by U.S.
producers and by the subject imports from the United Kingdom.
,

,

'

Imports of Peltier-effect GATCs from the United Kingdom began in 1990.
During that year, they accounted for*** percent, by quantity, of apparent
U.S. consumption of Peltier-effect GATCs, and*** percent of the apparent U.S.
consumption of all GATCs. Measured b,y value, the subject imports accounted
for *** percent of apparent U.S. consumption of Peltier-effect GATCs, and ***
percent of the apparent U.S. consumption of all GATCs ..
There were no subject .imports during January-March 1990. During the
corresponding perlod of 1991, imports of Peltier-effect GATCs accounted for
***percent, by quantity, of ~pparent,U.S. consumption of Peltier-effect
GATCs, and *** percent of the apparent U.S. consumption of all GATCs.
Measured by value, the subject imports accounted for *** percent of apparent
U.S. cons\Jmption of Peltier-effect GATCs, and*** percent of the apparent U.S.
consumption of all GATCs.
Other Factors

Influ~ncing

the Health of the Domestic Industry

Much material on the record and .discussion at.the conference has dealt
with the troubled relationship between the petitioner, M.J Research, and the
respondent, USA/Scientific Plastics, a former distributor of the petitioner's.
USA/Scientific Plastics maintains that it began to 'import theLEP
product because there were delivery and reliability problems with the M.J
Research product. 94 A summary of the arguments presented on both sides
follows:
, (1) Delivery schedules-~USA/Scientific Plastics alleges that, while
selling the product supplied by the petitioner under a non-exclusive
distribution agreement, deliveries by M.J Research never met the sales volume,
and fell further behind during the entire period, resulting in substantial
numbers of sales and order ca:ncellations. 95
'

M.J Research submitted the following tabulation: 96

*

*

*

*

*

*

M.J Research reports that its product has been***·

*
MJ

Research***.~

94 Respondent's postconference brief, pp. 31-38; conference transcript; pp.
107-143.
'
~ ***• conference, and telephone conversations with USA/Scientific
Plastics.
·
96 Final questionnaire response.
~ Petitioner's postconference brief, .p. 6.
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Table 23
GATCs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, u. s. shipments of imports, I
apparent consumption, and market shares, by types, 1988-90, January-March
1990, and January-March 1991
Item

1988

1989

1990

Jan, -Mar, - 1990
1991

Quantit;:t: (ynits)
Peltier-effect:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports ........... , ...
Apparent consumption .....
Heat-only:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
All GATCs:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
·***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

885

2,370

3,163

644

642

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Value (1 1 000 dollsu;:sl
Peltier-effect:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u .s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
U.S. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
Heat-only:
Producers' u. s. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
All GATCs:
Producers' u. s. shipments ..
u. s. imports ...............
Apparent consumption .....
See footnote at end of table.

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
. ***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
.
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

·***
***
***

7,626

13,633

17,601

3,626·

3,595

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

:..

..
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Table 23--Continued
GATCs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports, 1
apparent consumption, and market shares, by types, 1988-90, January-March
1990, and January-March 1991
Jan. -Mar. - 1989
1990
1988
1990
1991
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)

Item
Peltier-effect:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Heat-only:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
All GATCs:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Peltier-effect .......... .
Other ................... .

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Share of the value of U.S. consumption
(percent)
Peltier-effect:
Producers• U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Vapor-compression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Peltier-effect plus vaporcompression:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers• U.S. shipments ..
Heat-only:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
All GATCs:
Producers' U.S. shipments ..
Importers' U.S. shipments ..
Peltier-effect .......... .
Other .................... .
1

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

All imports were from the United Kingdom.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

***
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According to MJ Research, ***.~

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(2) Faulty equipment--The respondents allege that an unusually high
proportion of MJ 's machines were defective . 101
*** of USA/Scientific reported *** returns of MJ Research's GATCs.102 MJ
Research responds that these returns instead "are associated with the
substitution of a British-made LEP machine after *** had written to these
customers offering immediate delivery of the feature-laden LEP machine at the
same price as a backordered MJ Research machine. 103 MJ Research documents ***
returns in 1989, the first year of its operation and *** in 1990 (see
tabulation under "delivery schedules"). The company further states that,
"Since MJ Research introduced its proprietary Peltier-effect technology last
summer, not one single machine, either new or repaired, that incorporates the
technology has been returned for repair of its Peltier-effect heat pumping
apparatus. " 104
The material on the record concerning the performance of MJ Research's
Peltier-effect GATCs is *** lOS 106
John Hansen of MJ Research submitted this statement at the request of
Commission staff: *** .107 108
MJ Research reported the following analysis of its GATCs shipped to end
users in the United States during January 1-September 30, 1990: *** 109
MJ Research experienced ***

The last GATCs shipped by MJ Research

***
While MJ Research acknowledges some early problems with its product, the
company also claims that USA/Scientific Plastic' sales force was inexperienced
in assisting customers in product installation and repairs and that ***
***.110
,

98 Fieldwork of Nov. 28, 1990; petitioner's postconference brief of Dec. 7,
1990.
~ Telephone conversations with***·
100 ***
101 Respondent's postconference brief, Dec. 7, 1990, pp. 33-35.
102 Transcript of hearing, p. 92.
1m MJ Research's posthearing brief, pp. 4-5.
104 MJ Research's posthearing brief, p. 6.
105 Telephone conversation with ***, Dec. 18, 1990.
106 Telephone conversations with***, Nov. 26 and 30, 1990.
107 Most underwent upgrades, e.g. , new software and added features.
1 ~ Memorandum from John Hansen, Dec. 18, 1990.
109 Memorandum from MJ Research, Dec. 20, 1990.
110 ***
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MJ Research also reports that *** . 111

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(3) Industry assessments--This investigation has generated considerable
information, unsolicited by Commission staff, from domestic producers
(irrespective of thei~ position on the petition), importers, and foreign
producers about the reasons for MJ Research's filing the petition and the
relationship between that company and USA/Scientific Plastics. The views of
***were typical. He attributed the problems to "two companies arguing ... The
relationship went bad. Now they're arguing with one another." 112
Many industry sources, both domestic and foreign, have indicated that
Peltier technology is particularly difficult to perfect and that MJ Research's
early problems exemplify this difficulty. ***, after much experimentation,
concluded that "Peltier is not a viable product."
No company other than MJ Research reported sales cancelled prior to
shipment in its questionnaire response. Only *** reported any returns, a
total of *** during the period of investigation.
(4) Analysis--Staff assessment of the facts leading up to the
dissolution of the MJ Research-USA/Scientific Plastics relationship in the
spring of 1990 is as follows:
From 1988 through the spring of 1990, MJ Research experienced technical
problems owing to the fact that the heat pumps in its thermal cyclers were
"generic" heat pumps that were procured from outside vendors and were
inadequate for the rigorous demands placed upon them in the PCR/thermal
cycling process. MJ Research admitted to this at the hearing:
"The Peltier-effect gene amplification thermal cycler
industry at that time was wholly dependent on the
supply of commercially available Peltier junction heat
pumps manufactured by thr.ee companies in the United
States . . . These manufacturers were all failing to
produce heat pumps which withstood the rigors of
repeated temperature cycling. All manufacturers of
gene amplification thermal cyclers who made Peltier
junction cyclers used modules from these suppliers.
And all of them experienced failures of these
modules. "m
MJ Research realized the limitations of the commercially available heat
pumps and worked to develop a new type of Peltier-effect heat pump. ***.114
Through additional efforts, MJ Research arrived at a design for a new type of
heat pump in March 1990 and commenced building its production capacity in

Petitioner's postconference brief, p. 8.
Telephone conversation with ***·
113 Testimony of John Finney, hearing transcript, p. 13.
prehearing brief MJ Research stated: ***·
114 Prehearing brief of MJ Research, p. 21.
111

112

Also, in its
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April 1990. In the meantime, however, MJ Research was quoting long lead times
(perhaps 16-to-18 weeks) for its thermal cyclers:m
" . . . we had a backlog of a hundred or more booked
orders at that time . . . Ye had delayed them. Ye
were preparing to introduce our new Peltier effect
heat pumps . . . Ye were delaying the shipment of
those rather than ship them with the . . .
domestically commercially available Peltier effect
modules. Ye were holding on to those, and we were not
aware of the impending introduction of the British
thermal cycler. • 116
USA/Scientific Plastics, as a distributor of the MJ Research GATC, was
faced with irate customers who demanded delivery of the GATCs and in some
cases who had machines that needed repair. After learning that the LEP
Scientific Plastics GATC was available, it made a business decision to switch
suppliers. Although the list price for the LEP Scientific GATC was
established at $4,995, customers who had been offered the MJ Research "Gene
Machine" at $3,995 were sold the greater-feature-laden LEP Scientific "Gene
.Machine II" for the same price; otherwise, orders taken between May 1990 and
October 1990 were sold primarily at $4,995. 117
"
. the $39.95 (sic) price was extended to
customers that we had offered outstanding price
quotations, a formal price quotation either in a
formal bid request situation, or a price quotation
provided by one of our sales representatives to the
customer . . . Ye felt very obligated to honor either
existing purchase orders or outstanding price
quotations. I felt that to do otherwise would be a·..
bait and switch almost sort of tactic, to invite
people to purchase a product from us and then say well
now, here is one for $49.95 (sic)." 118
The severing of the relationship with USA/Scientific Plastics caused
substantial problems for MJ Research:
"As a result, many of our sales were switched to the
LEP Scientific machine . . . and the sale of MJ
Research instruments dropped precipitously . . . This
devastated our cash flow while demanding that even
more be spent on sales and marketing . . . I made the
only choice I could: To persevere as rapidly as we
could. Ye scraped by on our reduced resources and
introduced our Peltier junction heat pump several
115 MJ Research contends that USA/Scientific Plastics was promising delivery
much sooner, thereby leading to unrealistic expectations on the part of
customers.
116 Testimony of John Finney, hearing transcript, p. 47.
117 Testimony of Niki Faldemolaei, hearing transcript, p. 105·.
118 Testimony of Eugene Platter, hearing transcript, pp. 105, 106.

.:·,

·.·
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months later in July of 1990, but we didn't reach full
production until December." 119
Since MJ Research introduced its proprietary new Peltier effect modules
in July 1990, there reportedly have not been any failures of the heat
pumps_ 120

Prices

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
GATCs are principally employed in molecular genetic research using the
in vitro gene amplification technique. Through this technique, the thermal
cycler provides an automated procedure to amplify DNA in a short time,
allowing closer analysis by researchers. Three U.S. producers and four
importers reported that GATCs may also perform incubations, sequencing
reactions, ligation reactions, and radiolabelling. 121 However, ***. 122
U.S. producers and importers generally agreed that the three types of in
vitro GATCs compete to some degree in the marketplace. 123 However, the
petitioner, MJ Research, and the principle importer, USA/Scientific Plastics,
disagreed on the level of competition. MJ Research estimates that vaporcompression GATCs compete with its Peltier-effect GATC in roughly 60 to 70
percent of its uses, while heat-only GATCs compete with its Peltier-effect
GATC in approximately 35 to 40 percent of its uses. 1 ~ The respondent,
USA/Scientific Plastics, argued that its field experience in selling both the
domestic and imported product indicates vapor-compression GATCs compete with
Peltier-effect GATCs over 90 percent of the time, whereas heat-only GATCs
compete with Peltier-effect GATCs 75 percent of the time. 12s 126

Testimony of John Finney, hearing transcript, pp. 15, 16.
Testimony of John Finney, hearing transcript, p. 51. Also, MJ Research
stated in its prehearing brief (p. 21): "In mid-1990, we began shipping a
whole new thermoelectric technology, and since that time, not one
instrument--new or repaired--that incorporates this technology has been
returned to MJ Research for failure of its heat pump apparatus."
121 USA/Scientific reported that other than in vitro gene amplification,
GATCs may also be used in sample incubation, protein denuration, sequencing,
Nick translations, hybridizations, plasma preparations, protein and enzyme
digests, nucleic acid denuration, and DNA typing.
122 ***.
123 See section of this report entitled "The Products" for a description of
the three types of machines and their differences.
1 ~ Conference transcript, p. 92.
1 ~ Conference transcript, p. 164.
USA/Scientific Plastics also submitted a
list of *** sales of either MJ Research's or LEP's GATCs that were allegedly
lost to competitive thermal cyclers. Of the *** instances where
USA/Scientific Plastics could identify the winning supplier, *** purchasl!d ***
Perkin Elmer Cetus' vapor-compression GATCs, *** purchased h<.!at-only CATCs,
and*** purchased Peltier-effect GATCs.
126 ***
119

120
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*** reported that all types of GATCs currently compete against one
another, but that the superior quality of the Peltier-effect technology will
eventually differentiate itself from the other types of GATCs. 1n *** agreed
that this differentiation will grow as knowledge increases in the scientific
community.

.. ··.

Purchasers of GATCs generally investigate more than one type of GATC
prior to actual purchase. 128 *** of the purchasers responding to the
Commission's questionnaire indicated purchasing more than one type of GATC for
use at the same facility. ***129 reported a purchasing policy that required
price quotations from a minimum of *** vendors. The University's final
purchases are based on the *** for the GATC that meets the end user's product
specifications and performance requirements. 130 Other end use.rs reported
similar purchasing policies requiring price quotations from different GATC
suppliers. 131
The different types of GATCs have price structures that appear to be
related to either the production cost or real features of the machine, and to
the market perception of each firm's product. Vapor-compression GATCs are
significantly more expensive than Peltier-effect GATCs, and Peltier-effect
GATCs are generally more expensive than heat-only GATCs. 132 In addition, the
high price charged by Perkin Elmer Cetus for its vapor-compression machine
incorporates, among other factors, the superior name recognition of the
company and its service to end users as well as recognition derived from its
patents in this industry. Prices for GATCs also.reflect the specific channel
of distribution (distributor/dealer or end user), any additional options or
accessories included in.the sale, and in some cases, discounts granted for
purchases of more than a single machine.
The various product features of the three types of GATCs vary between
different producers and models. Such features include printer interface
capability, sample well capacity, external calibration, programmable
operations, separate key pad module, interchangeable heating blocks, and
machine size. Among Peltier-effect GATCs, the U.K.-produced LEP machine,
marketed as "Gene Machine II" by USA/Scientific Plastics, Inc., offers most of
these features. The respondents report that these features were ***. 133 The
current list price of the Gene Machine II is $4,995, while comparable GATC
models produced by MJ Research and Coy carry a list price of $3,995 and

127
128
129

***
***
***

Product performance specifications, such as ease of use, programming
capability, cycle speed; accuracy, and flexibility, vary somewhat depending on
the department submitting the purchase order.
131 Eighty-five percent of the end users reported considering three or more
suppliers of GATCs prior to purchase.
132 Perkin Elmer Cetus currently markets the "DNA Thermal Cycler", the "DNA
Thermal Cycler 480," and the "GeneAmp System" with a list price of $5,900,
$7,000, and $12,000, respectively. Perkin Elmer Cetus GATCs remain the
highest priced in the marketplace.
133 Posthearing brief, p. 6.
130

\'::
;·.
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$3,500, respectively. Savant's U.K.-produced Peltier-effect GATC, which
offers printer interface capabilities, is priced at $3,895.
U.S. producers and importers publish and generally follow price lists.
Distributors pay producers approximately *** percent to *** percent of list
price, 1 ~ but end users are typically charged the full list price whether
purchasing directly from the producer or through a distributor. ***.m Of
the *** of Peltier-effect GATCs, ***· U.S. producers and importers of other
types of GATCs reported discount programs based on volume or purchasing
source, e.g., government or educational purchasers. ***. 136
Prices for GATCs are quoted f.o.b. warehouse and the purchasers generally
pay for transportation. U.S. producers and importers report that these
transportation costs are minor, generally less than 2 percent. Sales terms
are typically net 30, although one producer***·
U.S. producers and importers of all types of GATCs reported average order
lead times ranging between 5 days to 8 weeks during January 1988-March 1991.
U.S. producers of Peltier-effect GATCs reported average lead times between
***. 137 ***. 1311 Perkin Elmer Cetus reported order lead times of *** for vaporcompression GATCs, while U.S. producers and importers of heat-only GATCs
reported lead times between***·
USA/Scientific Plastics has argued that any injury suffered by the
petitioner was caused by its own delivery problems in early 1990 and that
these problems led USA/Scientific Plastics to terminate its distributor
relationship with MJ Research. 139 MJ Research contends that while its order
lead times were long during the start-up phase of this product, 1-lll its
experience was not different from the experience of other GATC manufacturers.
Moreover, it contended that *** . 141

MJ Research reported lead times that were generally***· MJ Research
quoted lead times of***
Currently, MJ Research reports average lead times
of ***

PRICE DATA
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers of GATCs to
provide U.S. f.o.b. prices from January 1989 through March lt:l91 for all types
*** stated that his firm• s prictis to distributors vary ft·ow sal~ to sale
but are generally discounttid *** perctlnt [1·0111 thti urigimal list pric~.
13S ***
116 ***
137 ***
UK USA/Scientific Plastics niportt•d an unltir lcittd t iluci of ***.
Savant
reported order lead times belwt!l!ll ***· Savant rcipo1·tcid its fi.i-sl U.S. salt! of
a GATC in September 1990. Onti roe1so11 fo1· t tw *** lciad t imc:ls by impon~rs ls
their ***
Counsel for lJSA/SClt•nt i fit' l'last h·s i-.ipol"ttHl that ***
ll'J ***
140 MJ Research• s CA1'Cs wti ni fl 1·s t sold du1· i 11g ***
141 ***
134
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of GATCs. U.S. producers and importers were requested to report their lowestptice sale in each month, before and after discounts, and the average price
for sales of each type of GATC.
Five U.S. producers and seven importers of GATCs provided usable data
for lowest price and average price sales, but not necessarily for each thermal
cycler type or for each month of the subject period. 142 143 Perkin Elmer Cetus
accounted for*** percent of U.S.-produced shipments of vapor-compression
GATCs and over*** percent of U.S.-produced shipments of all types of GATCs
during January 1989-March 1991.
Price Trends for Peltier-effect GATCs
In general, prices for both U.S.-produced and imported Peltier-effect
***(table 24). Lowest prices and average prices were similar in most
cases, indicating that most producers and importers offered one price to
nearly all customers for the GATC during each period.
G~TCs

Table 24
~eltier-effect GATCs:
Weighted-average net f .o.b. lowest seiling prices and
average selling prices for the U.S.-produced products and those imported
from the United Kingdom, by companies, by distribution channels, and by
~onths, January 1989-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers• combined weighted-average prices to end users for the
Peltier-effect GATC *** during the entire period, ending at a level ***
percent *** than prices at the beginning of the period. The apparent *** in
·weighted-average prices was due to the shifts in product mix over the period
·of investigation; in reality, prices of individual machines were *** during
January 1989-March 1991. ***

Two U. S . producers (MJ Research and Coy Corp. ) and. ~o importers
(USA/Scientific Plastics and Savant) provided pricing information on Peltiereffect thermal cyclers. ·One U.S. producer (Perkin Elmer Cetus) provided
pricing information on vapor-compression thermal cyclers. Two U.S. producers
(BioTherm and Precision Scientific) and*** importers (National Labnet, ***•
Science/Electronics, ***) provided pricing information on heat-only thermal
cyclers.
1 ~ Techne reported *** of imported Peltier-effect GATCs during the period
of investigation. However, Techne currently imports three different models of
a Peltier-effect GATC manufactured in the United Kingdom. ***
*** first
domestic sale of imported Peltier-effect GATCs occurred on*** and during ***•
Techne sold*** imported Peltier-effect GATCs. (Telephone conversation with
***).
142
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U.S. importers' weighted-average prices for the Peltier-effect GATC ***•
but *** percent for the period. *** in the U.S. importers' weighted-average
price during the ***were in part a result of***· Between December 1990 and
January 1991, U.S. importers' weighted-average prices***, but they then***
during the first quarter of 1991.
Average unit prices for Savant *** during the *** of 1991, after
during the *** part of 1990. ***. 144

***

USA/Scientific Plastics reported sales information on all *** of its
U.S. shipments of the imported British product during the period January 1989March 1991. The first sale occurred in***· *** sales were made at an
introductory price of $3, 995; 145 the remainder were made ***. 146 147
USA/Scientific Plastics reported that the $3,995 price was an introductory
offer given only to end users to whom USA/Scientific Plastics already had
offered price quotes of this amount for the M.J Research product when
USA/Scientific Plastics was acting as M.J Research's distributor. Among these
customers were those who had cancelled their orders from M.J Research because
of unsatisfactory delivery based on quoted delivery time·s . 148 USA/Scientific
Plastics *** . 149
Price Trends for Heat-only GATCs
The lowest prices reported for U.S.-produced heat-only GATCs *** (table
25).
Table 25
Heat-only GATCs: Weighted-average net f .o.b. lowest selling prices and
average selling prices for the U.S.-produced products and those imported from
the United Kingdom, by distribution channels, by companies, and by months,
January 1989-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

144

The list prices of Savant's and USA/Scientific Plastics' imported GATCs
are $3,895 and $4,995, respectively.
145 Posthearing brief, p. 5.
146 The difference between USA/Scientific Plastics' lowest price and its
average price was due to its offering *** during this time period.
147 ***.
148 USA/Scientific Plastics reported that *** of these sales were orders for
M.J Research machines cancelled due to delivery problems, and ***were from
customers with outstanding formal price quotations for which orders had not
been placed, or who were important reference laboratories. Reference
laboratories are well-known end users that are willing to talk to prospective
purchasers concerning the performance of the machine.
149 As of Oct. l, 1990, USA/Scientific Plastics ***
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*

*

*

*

Prices of individual importers ***

*

*

*

150

Price Trends for Vapor-compression GATCs
During the period of investigation, prices for vapor-compression GATCs
***(table 26). 151 The initial list price of $7,915 was reduced 25 percent
during 1990. 152 *** . 153
Table 26
Vapor-compression GATCs: Estimated f.o.b. lowest and average selling prices
to end users for the U.S.-produced product, by months, January 1989-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Price Comparisons for Peltier-type GATCs
The reported sales information for U.S. producers' and importers'
monthly weighted-average lowest-price shipments of Peltier-effect GATCs to end
users during January 1989-March 1991 resulted in 12 direct price comparisons
(table 27).154 All 12 price comparisons showed that importers' weightedaverage prices were greater than those of U.S. producers. These margins of
overselling occurred both before and after the discontinuation of
USA/Scientific's special introductory price of $3,995. Importers' weightedaverage prices exceeded U.S. producers' weighted-average prices by margins
that ranged between *** percent and *** percent. USA/Scientific Plastics'
prices to end users were equal to or greater than MJ Research's prices to end
users , and were greater than Coy Corp. 's prices to end users . 155 Savant's
prices to end users were ***
As a policy *** does not offer discounts.
Perkin Elmer Cetus, the only producer of vapor-compression GATCs,
provided list prices, discount policies, and GATC shipments, by months during
the period of investigation, for its "DNA Thermal Cycler". Actual prices for
the largest sale and total sales in each month were ***·
152 *** stated that reductions in the list price of the "DNA Thermal Cycler"
were ***· ***
153 ***.
154 Price data for sales of U.K.-produced Peltier-effect GATCs to
distributors were not reported by importers.
155 USA/Scientific Plastics reported to the Commission that its purchase
price for the British Peltier-effect GATCs was ***· The list price of the
imported Peltier-effect GATC was $4,995 throughout the period of
investigation. USA/Scientific Plastics' purchase price for MJ Research's GATC
was ***· Throughout the period of investigation the MJ Research list price
was $3,995. (Posthearing brief, appendix l, p. 6.)
150
151
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Table 27
Peltier-effect GATCs: Average margins of underselling (overselling) by
imports from the United Kingdom sold to end users, by months, January 1989March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Lost Sales
*** specific allegations of lost sales were reported to the Commission
by the petitioner, MJ Research, during the preliminary investigation and***
during the final investigation. 1S6 157 These allegations involved *** imported
GATCs sold by*** to *** different purchasers during the period***, and***
imported GATC sold by ***. MJ Research alleged total lost sales of ***. 158 159
The Commission staff contacted all purchasers cited.
The *** firms investigating purchases of GATCs through the distributor
USA/Scientific Plastics acknowledged cancelling the purchase of the MJ
Research machine. *** purchasers reported that they cancelled these orders
due to delivery problems of the manufacturer, MJ'Research. 160 These purchasers
cited manufacturer lead times and backorders of *** as the main reason for
cancelling the orders. ***bought the imported British Peltier-effect GATC,
***bought a U.S.-produced heat-only GATC from***, and*** bought a Perkin
Elmer Cetus vapor-compression GATC . 161
*** purchasers reported .that they cancelled the MJ Research GATC after
the distributor, USA/Scientific Plastics, told them that it no longer
distributed the MJ Research product. *** of these purchasers bought the

***.
*** reported that they had lost sales due to imports but were unable to
cite specific examples. *** reported that any sale to any other manufacturer
constituted a lost sale. *** presently not being injured by imports and did
not currently consider importers to be competitors in the marketplace. Phone
conversation with***·
158 ***alleged lost sale was quoted at the list price ($3,995) and the
others were priced at *** to USA/Scientific Plastics, which would have charged
the end user ***·
IB In each of these lost sale allegations, MJ Research could only provide
to the Commission the name of the alleged purchasing organization and its
cancelled purchase order numbers. This was because ***·
160 The *** purchasers were:
***·
161 *** reported that two months after he placed his order, USA/Scientific
Plastics could not give him a delivery time for the MJ Research GATC. He then
contacted MJ Research directly, who informed him that *** had slowed the
delivery of his GATC. *** required a machine immediately and cancelled the
order for the MJ Research product, placing a new order with ***
A *** GATC
was delivered within two weeks.
1S6
157
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imported British Peltier-effect GATC from USA/Scientific Plastics and ***
bought a Perkin Elmer Cetus vapor-compression GATC.
The *** purchasers who bought the imported British Peltier-effect GATC
reported that the availability of this GATC and not price was the main factor
in their decision to purchase the British product. These purchasers reported
that they paid*** for the imported product as that quoted to them by***·
These purchasers received the imported British product within *** of their
order. ***·

MJ Research alleged*** lost sale in ***not involving USA/Scientific
1

plastics.

*** . 162

***
Exchange rates

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during January-March 1988 through January-March 1991 the nominal value of the
British pound fluctuated, appreciating 7.6 percent overall relative to the
U.S. dollar (table 28). 1e Adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in
the United States and the United Kingdom, the real value of the British
currency appreciated 11.2 percent overall between January-March 1988 and the
first quarter of 1991.

162

lS

***
International Financial Statistics, May 1991.
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Table 28
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the British
pound, and indexes of producer prices in the United States and the
United Kingdom, 2 by quarters, January 1988-March 1991

Period
1988:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March4 . . . • . .

U.S.
producer
price index

British
producer
price index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index3

100.0
101.6
103.1
103.5

100.0
101.4
102.6
103.8

100.0
102.6
94.4
99.6

100.0
102.4
94.0
99.9

105.8
107.7
107.3
107.7

105.2
106.6
107.8
109.2

97.3
90.6
88.9
88.2

96.8
89.7
89.3
89.5

109.3
109.1
111.0
114.4

110.9
113.2
114.3
115.6

92.3
93.2
103.6
108.3

93.6
96.8
106.7
109.4

113.5

117 .3

107.6

111.2

Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per British pound.
Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are
based on period-average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the
International Financial Statistics.
3 The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for
relative movements in producer prices in the United States and the
United Kingdom.
4 Derived from exchange rate and price data reported for January only.
1

2

Note.--January-March 1988 = 100.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
May 1991.
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provided mr ma11hh....t;ngs Ml9Jll»
and Mm90.90.. wspediftl7. of the
Harmmm.d 'IuilrSc:bednie of tha
Unitl:d Stata.
For further information caneemmg the
conduct of this i!lftetigatiGD. llemiq
procedmes, and nHeir of general
application. consult the Commislioa'•
Rule of Psacti= and Proc:edme, part
zm.. nbperts A thfoush E (19 CFR part
201. as amended by 56 FR n918. Mar.
21. 1991}, and part '/J1l, subparts A and C
(19 CPR plft11.ff!, as mnended by 58 PR
11918, Mar. Z'1. 199!}.
~DAU: Apm28. UBL
FOil RMnma mPWATIOIC. COlf'rAC:
Janma Wedel ~252-mat,. Offim of
hnestigatiam. U.S..lntematicmal Tmda
Commission. 500 EStreel SW..
Wubingtxm. DC ZDGL Hearingimpairect pencma can obtain informs mm
an tbia matter by caatac:ting tbe
Commi11ion's TDD tenmnal cm ZDZ-ZSZ1810. Penam with mobilitJ impairments
who will need special auiltance' in
8ainint ac:caa- to fbe Commiuioa
should contact the Office of the-

IN1'ERNA'T10RAL TRAD£

Secretary at ~zsz-tom.

COMMISSION

SUPPUllDRARY INFOIUIATIOll:.

[lnv•UgatlOft No. 731..,'fA-411 (flMl}l

c.rtmn ca.. Alllpllllattoa n.n.I
CJc1ers mnct Sabanmbll9s Tlw1wr
Front9teUnlllld ~
A~ United Slates Jntematioaal
Trade ConnisrMML
mlnltitut:iaa and rhedpffns of a

final antidumpna illY•tis•finD

-

-.urr. T&e Commission hereby giYU
nottca of' the institution of &na1
antidumping tnvutigation No. m-TA485 (Ymal} under section 735(b} of the
Tariff Act o!t93DtllfU.S.C. mnd(b}J
(the act) to determine wbether a
industry in the- United States ii
materially injved. or ia threatened with
material injury. or the eatabliabmem af.
an indust:ry in the United States ia

materiaUy retarded. by reason of
imparts from the United Kingdom of

certain gene amplification thermal
cyclers and subassemblies thereof.'

Background-nus investigation is
being instituted u a result of an
affirmative preliminary determillatioa.
by the Department or Commerce that
imparts of c:ertain.pne ampliiicatiaD.
thermal cyc:les:s and &ubusembliea
thmeof fl:om the UDiled Kingdom. a:e.
being eoldiJ:. the United. States a.t. less
than fair value within the meaning a!
section 733 of tbe act (19 U.S.C. 1673b~
The iAv.~tion WU requested.i:n &
petition. filed. cm April 2fS. 1991. by MJ
Resemc:L Inc.. WatmGwn. MA.
ParticipaliOlt i.a tb~ i11vestigation and
public sewk:e llst.-Persom wisbing to
participate in the iDvestigatioD. u
parties must file an entry 0£ appearance
with the Secretary to the Commission.
elac:tric--.. beeten-fm- ileabng :be OiolV!P~

.......-..

C - ampltl5calila am-1 l:Jden IDCOfllGra••
metal 1uapla block.. one ar mo:e lban110&~~
modllioe. - or more llt.c:tr;nic thennel i.ec.son:, a
beat~ pl!Tftr'1upplyamz11ry.
~~ lasic c::in:unry•

' For P111J110a of this mveatigaliclll. certain pue
ampliflc:atiClll thumal c:ychn c:r:inaiat al Pel~
effect ill· nn s-mmplill.catit* u.-1 qc::lcs.
whetblr •-blld or unuumblN.ud ti.
111"-bliea tberaof apecifaacfbelow. Gene
ampnftcatioU tlrnmU c,den'tmrwiuopacuWQIA

baaed reactic:m con1n1Uen that resuJate
tampintma of biol• raflll'& tluvuab a
pro....-cl ud bighly conlrOlled thermal N;inle.
TMJ - ued ill biotacilllD1ol7 *17!1tica.....
indudilll • biolap:al. pl'O&acal callaA in vi.w pzae
•mp!ificatioll. H well •• iA aeveral related
aequ911C'i111 wl. radilllllldaati.da La.bcliq maclioa.

Pehier•ffect-c:bina 11UC11111 or man
tb-lec:tric-mochiles forc:aoli:ns of dnr bioialiaf
aamplL llllA Ille tbamiDelec:lric modailae

ud, _.

..a..-. md.

a bouingoraaclw;.ve. Tbs !".oliawme
1uba~ua iDl:luded.111. the ecope ol Iha
invealipliaa when they are manu!.-~d
according ta apecificatiana and ai-e-.=a!
~Die to dedicate tbcna for c:ntv IA
amplificaliclll lbm:mlli C?der u d&Il.D~ :111 : ::.e

a...-

P~clins parqNpb: Ill The IUlil.. ,,"""''
lhennoelec:ui1:/ na1cw/heat exc.bupr
wba-bl:¥. which c:on1i11a or lb« -~pie block.
one or lllOn! themloeiectneinoclu1eL r1r moN'

elec:lmnic: lbenaal - - a n d • llHI ncr...:spr,
and which caa inc:bH»ui elec:tac _,• .,.,. DHler.
(2) tb&housizis er en.clolura. wbe::ier '--..ar...d or
wifwllbed: Ill Iha -bn:ne lr.e)11•.S ~""' ~
prusnm and c:amrol the machule •f'll ·• • ~·
aoflwua ueded. foraptatO-
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filing posthearing briefs Is July t7', 1991r
witness testimony must be field no later
than three (3) daye before the hearing. In
addition. any J>C!'SOD who has not
entered an appearance as a party to the
investigation may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigation on or befon
July 11. 1991. All written aubmiuiona
must conform with the proviaiona of
I 201.8 of the Commiuion'a rules; any
submissions that contain BPI muat allO
conform with the requirements of
I 201.8.1.07.3. and 1.0'1:1 of the
Commission'• rules.
In accordance with I 2D1.16(c) and
201.3 of the rules. each document &led
by a party to the investiption muat be
served on all other parties to the
investigation (as identified by either the
public or BPI service list). and a
certificate of 1ervice mU1t be timely
filed. The Secretary will not accept a
document for filiDa without a certificate
of service.
~

as provided in I 201.11.of the •
Commiuion's rules. not later then
twenty-one (21) daye after publication of
this notice in the Federal Register. The
Secretary will prepare a public eervice
list containing the names and addree1e1
of all persona. or their repreeentatives.
who are parties to this investigation
upon the expiration of the period for ·
filing entries of appearance.
Limited diaclosme of buaineu
proprietary information (BPI) under an
administrative protective order (APO)
and BPI service list.-Punwmt to
I 207.7(•) of the Commiuion's rules. tbe
Secretary will make BPI pthered in this
final investigation availai>le to
authorized applicants under the APO
issued in the investigation. provided that
the application be made not later than
twenty-one (21) days after the
publication of tbia notice in the Federal
Register. A separate service list will be
maintained by the Secretary for those
plirties authorized to receive BPI under
the APO.
Staff report-The prehearilll ata!f
report in this investigation will be
placed in the nonpublic record on June
18. 1991, and a public version will be
issued thereafter. purauant to I 201.21 of
the Commission's rules.
Hear.ina.-Tbe Commission will hold
a hearing in connection with this
investigation beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
July 3. 1991. at the U.S. International
Trade Cmnmission Build.ins. Requests to
appear at the heariDS should be filed la
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission on or before June 24. 1991.
A nonparty who has testimony that may
aid the Commission's deliberations may
request permission to present a short
statement at the hearins- All partin and
nonparties desiring to appear at tbe
heariDS and make oral pruentaficma
should attend a preheariq-~erace
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on June 'ZI. 1981.
at the U.S. International Trade· .
Commitsion Building. oral tatilliony
and written materiala to:be aubmitted at
the public hearin8·are'pemed by ·
I 201.&(b)(2). 2'11.13(f). and D .23~) qf
th~ Commission's rµlea.
,
Written submissions.-Each party ii
encouraged to submit a prehearinthrief"
to the Commjssion. Prehearing briefs
must conform With the provisions of
§ W .22 of the Commission's rules: the
deadline for filing is June 28. 1991.
Parties may also .file written testimony
in connection With their presentation at .
the hearing, as provided in § 'ZJJ'/.23(b) of
the Ccmmission's rwes. and postheanng
briefs, which must conform with the
provisions of I ZT1.24 of the
Commission's rules. 'The deadline for

Alltbocitr: Thia inveatiptioD is bein8
conducted under authority of tbe Tariff Acl ol
1930. title VD. Tbia aotic:e is publilbed
punumt to I m7.20 of tbe Cmn•i•tioa'a
rWll.
lnued: May 3. 1991.
By order of tbe Cmn•i11icm.
ICemlatbR.Maa..
StlCl'ettzry.
(FR Doc. 81-11512 Filed 5-1"""1: 1:45 am)
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subaasemblies thereof (GATCst from the
United Kingdom are beins. or are likely
to be. 90ld in the United States af IHI
then fair value. u providld In section
735(a) of the Tariff Act af 11111. as
amended (19 U.S.C. 1873d(•H (the Act).
The estimated weighted-everap
maf8ins are shown in the ..Continuation
of Suspension of Liquidation"' section of
this notice.
Case History

Since publication of the preliminall'
detennination OD April ~. 1991 (S8 FR
19638), the following events have
occurred.
Verification of the questioDD&ire ·
response submitted by the respondent
was conducted at Wessex
Instrumentation Limited. the
ma.'lufacturma plant of LEP Scientific
Limited (LEP). in Andover. United
ICingdom. and LEP's sales omce in
Milton Keynes. United Kingdom. from
·
May 13 through 17, 1991.
Respondent submitted comments for
the record in its case brief on June 13.
1991. Petitioner did not submit
comments. No hearins was requested.
Scope of Investigation
'l1le products covered by this
investigation are certain gene
amplification thermal eyclen. consistins
of Peltier-effect in-vitro GATCs. whether
assembled or unaseembled. and the
subassemblies thereof specified below.
GATCs are microprocessor-based
reaction controllers that regulate temperatures of biolCJBic reagents
through a programmed and hiply
controlled thermal regime. GATCa
incorporate a metal sample block. one or
more thennoelectric modules. one or
more electronic thermal aenaors. a heat
exchanger, power supply circuitl)',
microproceasor-bued logic circuitry,
software. and a bousin& or enclosure.
GATCs are used in a variety of
biotechnology applications. lllCb u in
vitro gene amplificatiaa. amt sequencma
and radionucleotide labeJina reactiou.
Peltier-effect machinea - . . or more
thermoelectric modules far aoolina the
biologic samples. and tbllm 1l1clric
modules and/or electric 11-.Uwa
heaters for beatins the bialop: samples.
Excluded from this investiption are
vapor compression thermal eyclen.
which use a reversed Rankine cycle
apparatus. and beat-only thermal
cyclers.
The followq subassemblies are
included in the scope of the
investigation when they an
manufactured accordins to
specifications and operational
require~enta f01 use only in a GATC as
defined an the precedins paragraph: (a)

I
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The sample block/thermoelectric
sensory /heat exchanger subassembly,
which consist. of the·sample block. one
or more thermoelectric modules. one or
more electronic thennal sensors. and a
heat exchanger. arid which can include
an electric resistive heater; (b) the
housing or enclosure. whether finished
or unfinished. for the GATC: (c) the
membrane keypad used to program and
control a CATC: and (d) the software to
operate the GATC. GATCs al'9 CUJTently
classifiable under the subheadins
8419.89.5075 of the Hannonized Tariff
Schedule (HI'S). GATC subasaemblies
are currently classifiable under HTS
subheadins 8419.90.9080. Althoush the
Hl'S subheadins• are provided for
convenience and customs purpoaea. oar
written description of the scope of this
proceecliq ia dispositive.
Period of lm-estigation

Normally, the Department 1elects as
its POI the six-month period endiq in
the month in which the petition i1 filed.
However, in this investiaalion. LEP
reported that all of its U.S. aalea wen
made prior to this six-month period
[June 1. 1980 throqh November•
1990). Comequendy, we extended the
POI to cover the period March t. 1990
through November 30. "1990. as permitted
by 19 CFR 353.42(b).

Such or Similar Comparisom
We have determined for' purposes of
the fmal detennination that all of the
products investigated comprise a sinsle
category of "such or similar"
merchandise.

Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of GATCa
from the United Kingdom to the United
Statea were made at less than fair value,
we compared the United States price to
the foreign market value (FMV). as
specified in the "United States Price"
and "Foreign Market Value" sections of
this notice. We compared U.S. sales of
GATCa to the most similar home market
sales of GATCs. We also compared
sales of GATes al the same commercial
level of trade. in accordance with 19
CFR 353.58. As noted in the
Department's verification report. LEP
considers an original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) to be a distributor
that sells the merchandise under its own
label. Affudng such a label i1 the only
"alteration" made to the merchandise by
the OEM. Therefore. for purposes of this
final determination. as in the
preliminary determination. we consider
OEMs and distributors to be at the same
level of trade.

I
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United Slota Prios
We based United Stales price on
purchase price. in accordance with
section 772(b) of the AcL both because
the GATCa were sold to unrelated
purchasers in the United Statea prior to
importation into the United States. and
because ESP methodology was not
indicated by other circumstances. We
calculated purchue price based on f.o.b.
factory or delivery prices. We made
deductions. when appropriate. for
foreisn inland freishL U.S. duty. U.S.
brokerqe. inland freighL and airline
entry fees. in accordance with section
772(d)(2) of the Act. In accordance with
section 772(d)(t)(CJ of the AcL we
added to the United States price the
amount of the United Kingdom valueadded tax (VAT) that would have been
collected if the mercbandiae bad not
been exported.
Foreign Market Value

In order to determine whether there
were sufficient sales of GATCs in the
home market to serve as a viable basis
for calculatins FMV. we compared the
volume of home market sales of GATCs
to the volume of third country sales of
GATCs. in accordance with section
773(a)(l) of the Act. LEP had a viable
home market with respect to sales of
GATCs made during the POL
We calculated FMV based on f.o.b.
factory prices to unrelated customers in
the home market We made deductions.
where appropriate. for discounts. We
deducted home market packmg costs
and added U.S. packina costs.
Pursuant to 18 Q'R 353.58. we made
circwnstance of sale adjutments. where
apJ>lOpriate, for differences in credit
expemu. poat-eale warehousinf.
.
advertiains expenaea. warranty/
technical service expenses. and royalty
payments. We also made a
circwnstance of sale adjustment on
sales of GATC instruments for
promotional expenaea incurred on
demonstration instruments provided to
the U.S. customer. We made
adjustments for physical differences in
merchandise, in accordance with 19 CFR
353.57. Finally, we made a circumstance
of sale adjustment for the VAT.
We recalculated LEP's impaled credit
expense on U.S. sales becauae LEP
calculated its credit expense on certain
U.S. sales based on warehouse
withdrawal date. rather than shipment
date. For those sales of GATCa for
which payment was outstandin& as of
verification. we used the date of this
final determination as the date of
payment as best information available
(BIA). (See Comment 3.J

B-6
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Federal Register

In its February 28. 1981. queationnaire
re!'ponse. LEP claimed acceu to U.S.
financing and used the U.S. abort-term
interest rate to impute U.S. credit. citing
LMl-La Metalli lndiatriol•. S.p.A. v.
United States. 912 F.zd '55 (Fed. Cir.
1990). However. respondent could not
support this claim at verification. did not
raise this issue. in its brief, and. in fact.
has revised its data in it• poatverification 1Ubmi11ion to follow the
Department'• approach. Accordingly,
the U.S. credit expense for the final
determination.•• in the preliminary
determination. ia imputed using the
home market intereat rate and the
appropriate credit period.

I
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domestic industry. Absent evidence of
opposition to the petition by other
members of the U.S. domestic industry,
the Department presumes that a sole
U.S. domestic petitioner is
representative of the entire industry,
even if the production of the petitioner
represents le11 than a majority of the
U.S. industry in terms of volume and
value. The U.S. Court of lntemational
Trade
recently affirmed this
pr:?:tumption in NTN &arinp Corp. of
AmedQJ v. United States. Slip Op. 91-73
(February 28. 1981), (NTN Bearings).
Because there was no oppo1ition to
the petition filed by MJ Research in this
investisation. the Department
reasonably presumed that MJ Reaea:ch
Currency Conversion
was representative of the U.S. industry.
We made c:u.-rency conversiona baaed Accordingly. the Department concludes
on the official exchange rates in effect
that the petitioner filed the petition "on
on the data of the U.S. sales•• certified behalf
the GATC industry. MJ
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
Research both is an "interested party"
and filed the petition "on behalf or· the
Interested Party Commenta
U.S. industry. and. therefore. has
Comment l: Respondent contends in
standing to file and maintain the petition
its January 11. 1981. letter to the
in this invnttsation.
Department that the Department should
Comment 2: Respondent contends that
dismils the petition because the
U.S. credit expenses for GATC 1ale1
petitioner did not file this case "on
should be calculated based on the date
behalf or· the U.S. industry. Specifically, of withdrawal from the unrelated U.S.
the respondent contends that the
warehouse rather than on the date of
petitioner lacks 1tanding because (1) the shipment from LEP. Respondent
lntemational Trade Commia1ion (ITC)
contends that. pursuant to the sale1
has defined the "like product.. in this
agreement. there i1 no obligation of
investisation to include three producta- payment until the merchandise ii
Peltier-effect thermal cyders. vaporwithdrawn from warehouse. and that
co:nprea1ion thermal cyders. and heatLEP 1till holds title to the instrumenta
only thermal cyders. and (%) petitioner'•
while they remain in the U.S.
production of Peltier-effect thermal
warehouse. Accordingly. LEP considers
cyclen repreaenta only a ..minority" of
the date of withdrawal from the U.S.
U.S. domestic production of the "lib
warehouse to be the time the
product... Absent affirmative support. for Department should begin to impute
the petition by the U.S. domntic
credit expensn..
producers of vapor-compreulon thermal
DOC Positions: We disagree. In
cyclen and heat-only thermal cyders,
accordance with our standard practice.
the Department is required. accordiq to we recalculated U.S. credit expenses for
the respondent. to reject the petition for
the GATC instruments sales based on
lack of standing.
date of shipment rather than date of
DOC Poaition To determine whether a withdrawal from the U.S. warehouse.
petitioner has •tanclbll tD bring a
See e.g., Final Results of Antidwnpiq
petition. the Departmmt mut determine Administrative Review: Large Power
(1) whether the petiU.. la ua •
Transformers from Japan (56 FR 29215.
"interested party" wttldla the meaning of June ze. 1991): Final Determination of
the statute. and (Z) whether the
Sales at Le11 Than Fair Value: Silicon
petitioner has filed the petition ..on
Metal from BraZII (56 FR 25971, June 1%.
behalf
the relevant U.S. domestic
1981): and Color Television Receivers
industry. SH section 732 of the Act. MJ
from Republic of Korea: Final Resulta of
Re1earch. the petitioner in this
Antidumpin3 Adm1n1strative Review (58
investigation. satisfied both of these
FR 12701. March :1. 1991). At
requirementa. MJ Research ii
verification the Department confirmed
necessarily an "interested party"
that. although there were several
because. a1 a producer of the Peltiershipments of CATC instruments during
effect thermal cycler, it is a U.S.
the POI which were all warehoused at
producer of the "like producL" See
one point in the United States. these
section 771 of the Act.
shipments were all part of a single sale.
MJ Research also satisfies the second
The price and quantity of the
statutory requirement of filins the
instruments were fixed at the date of
petition "on behalf or· the relevant U.S.
sale and prior to entry into the United

<cm

or

or
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States. Regardless of when LEP and
USA/Scientific contractually arranged
for payment to be made, LEP bears an
. opportunity coat while the merchandise
is beins shipped and warehoused.
Therefore. measurement of respondent's
credit costs appropriately beSins as of
date of 1hipment of the merchandise.
Comment 3: Respondent contends that
U.S. credit expensea 1bould reflect the
correct payment dates as verified by the
DepartmenL
DOC Position: We agree. At
verification we discovered that LEP
reported the date of payment as the date
that the credit amount is entered into
LEP'1 accountiq system. which is not
necessarily the same day payment is ..
actually credited to its bank accounL
The correct payment dates (i.e.. the
dates on which the company'• bank
account is credited) were used.in the
final determination.
However. at verification LEP failed to
demonstrate payment for two U.S.
transactiona which had been withdrawn
from warehouse. and for a third which
remains in storage. A1 BIA. we used the
date of the final determination as the
date of payment for these trauactions.
Comment 4: Respondent argues that
no deduction should be made from U.S.
price for movement expenses with
respect to the ftnt. ncond. and third
shipments of instruments from LEP. L£P
contenda it inadvertently reported
foreign inland fteiaht and air fteigbt
expensa for the third shipment although
those expensea were not actually
incurred. Respondent also argues thaL
although it wa1 agreed that LEP "would
assume the movement expenses
as1ociated with the fint two
shipments." no deduction should be
made to U.S. price for movement
expen1e1 with respect to these
shipments since LEP has not yet paid
these expenses.
DOC Poaition: We agree with
respondent that no deduction should be
made for movement expenses regarding
the third 1bipmenL At verification we
noted on LEP'1 shippins invoice
instructions that these movement
expenses were bome by the U.S.
customer. Therefore. because LEP did
not incur the expense. we made no
deduction for these expenses in the final
determination.
We disagree with respondent's claim
regarding the first two shipmen:s. At
verification we noted that. although LEP
had not paid the movement charges
associated with the first two shipments.
LEP'1 ahippins instructions on the
shipping invoice• specified that LEP was
obligated to pay the movement
expenses. The fact that LEP had not yet

B-7
Federal R...._
paid its movement ex..- for th.first two ahipmen• dmbll IM POI la DO

baaia for determiniJll dllltexpen888 ultimately Wiil• be barm by
LEP. "naerefont, we baw clldact8cl
movement expenaes man.cl on the fint
two ahipmeata in the Baal
determinatioa.
ComllHllll S: Reapondeat coateada tbat
demomtntioa iJlltnameat (i.e..
promotimlal u1el) pmwid8d to USA/

Scientiflc an a prmnottanal ap1111e

incurnd by UP wbicb.,. dincdJ
related to 1be u1aa and8' iDY89tiptiaD.
Therefore. respondent mps the
Department to mab. circmDpenc:e of
sale adjuatmmt to reflect the coatl

I
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pay for tha warebouaiq of the
merchandise. While LEP did not pay this
warebousi"l expenae duriq the POI, it
nonetheieN remains an expen1e that
wdl be borne by LEP on the sales in
question. "naerefore, the Department hu
caJculated and allocated a poet....ie
warehouin8 expense on the
warebouaecl mercbaadise baaed on the
price quoted. to LEP.
CoarlllMI '/: Retpandat arau- that
"aboald the Department dettnaiu that

the total home awbt taclmical ..,..,
wuranty amount ilmliced dariat the
nine-month period of bweltiptiaa ia ....
proper metbodoloo far calc:alattna thil
expense. then the COINCt total amomat.
u described in • • • LEP's Jane I. 1111
submission. aboald be ued for,..,...
of tht Departmenfa final

auoc:iated with pro¥idiaa *demoastntioa iallnllMDtl to itl U.S. .
customer. LEP . . . . tbat liac:e tbae
detenninatioa...
instruments . . . beins.....,
. , DOC l'oailion: 'l1ll Department is
inaroduced into the Uaitad Sta• the
demoutntiaa iallrummll wera
baaina the teclmical semce/warnntJ
nec:euary u a promotiaaal taol in ardar expense on the actul expenae1 inc:aft'ld
to stimulate future Ala in the U.S.
on Al• aublect to this inftltiptiaa.
market. LEP points out tbat die
Tbenbe. far pmpolft of tbt final
........... to pravide.tbae
determination. the Departmat ii . . .
demoaatntioD ialtrumeats WU m...,.a
the nviaed tec:lmical semce/warnn!J
to finalizi"I the aale of the GATCI to
expense 1abmitted by LEP in its June I.
USA/Scientific.
1981. poat·vertlcadon nbmialion. ID

DOC Poailioa: We.,.._ Al

verificatioD ww c:aaflnMd tbat thele
demomtratioa illlll'Uleatl .... DOI

intended to be ruold ia the Unitad

States. Instead they wue iDtaded far

order to acc:ount for tine addltloul

warrantJ expenses.
Coalinuolion of.,,,.,,._ of

paid U.S. warebouaina costs. DO
deduction should be made.
DOC Poaition: Wt~ Althouih
LEP had not yet been billed or paid for
the atorap of tht GATC ialtrmnents in

the unrelated U.S. warehouse. LEP had
been quoted a price and is oblipted to

32115

and nonproprietary infonnattoa relatint
to tbl1 imeatitatioa. Wt will allow the
rrc accesa·to.UI prtvilepd and
buaima proprietmJ iaformalioa in our
files. provided the rrc confirms iii
writin& that it will not diaclole aucb
infannalion. either pubUcly or under ,
adminiatrative ptotective order, without
the written conltllt of the Deputf ·
Assistant Secretary for lliveitiptiau.
Import Adminiatntioil.
.

If the rrc determiba that material
iniury. or tlnat of mat.rial iniUIJ. doff
not exist with ....-:t to GATCI. tM

proceedi"I wW be telmillated and all
sec:uriU. poated . . . NIUlt of the
..,...._ ol liquldatiaa will be
refaaded ar cancelled.
if the
ITC determiDel dlat I d inim7 d0tt
exist. the Departmat will illae . .
atid
· dutJ Older directina
toa-.
duU. mall GA'l"Ca hm tbe United
Kiqdam. aa or after tbe effectm date
oftU..,.._af._.. . .
the . . . .t by wbicla ... ,...~
value exceedl the U.S. price.
nu. detelmillatiall ii publiabed
panuat to·-=tioa 731(d) of~ Ai:f. (11 ·
u.s.c. tl73(d)) and 11CFll31UD(aktJ.

Howe...,.

Cllltoml~

-~~

__.to

o...11:..., ..

1111.

.--.illlltnltaT/or lmpott

Liquidatioa

....._'nut

Notien

lddG.-' H

We ue dlnc:tia8 the U.S. Cutaml
Semce to contbme to....,.....
liquidation. ander-=tion '133(d) of ...
Act. of all entries of GA"TCI u deftaed
in the "Scope of lnnttiption" aectiaa
of this notice that are entered. ar
withdrawn from wareboue. far
c:ouumptlaa GD ar aft8r tbt date of
instruments an complete ialb'llmata.
public:atiaa of tbil notice in the
intended for demamtratbla...
.
U.S. Customs Service ...U
performance of complete imtnmenta. ·
continue to require a cash depoltt ar
this circumstance of sale adjustment baa po1t1"1 of a bond equal to the estimated
been made only with respect to sales of
llllOUlltl by wbicb the fonip market
coqaplete GATC wtnmenta. andAOt
value of tbt GATCI from the United
subuaembU.
Kiqdam exceeds tbt United Statel
Comm•nt I: R..,.,rlwe ..... tbat
price a abown below. Thia supenaion
no deduction abould be .... far U.S.
of liquidatioa will remain in effect watll
furtlm DOtic:a.
•
wuehouains expeua •=LIP
orilinally reported a UJLwlnl
The weiabted-averap dumpina
chup ill its queatioanaft lllf aaa
~are as follows:
The cbarp reported. LIP CIDlltaadl. wu
baaed on a quote from the wuehousUat
MOllU{at:tllnr/Prrltholl'I
company of the coats aaociated with
Elc/lotfM'
holding iaatrumeata in ~unrelated
warehouaa. LIP arpn that because the
LEP Scietific LimitedDepartment con&rmed at vertficatioll
All
that it hu not yet been billed nor bu it

USA/Scientific'a use ia pramotbla u1aa
of LEP'a GATC ialtramatt ia tba
United States. 'l'herefont. far pulpOMI of
the final determmatiaa. we bave made a
circumstance of sale •di1astmmt far
sales of GATC ialtramenta to reflect tbe
coats of theae promotloal ialtrumenta.
Moreover, lince the pramotioaal

I

r.-...

OIMn-----

ITC Noli/icalion
. In ac:c:ordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
dttermination. In addition. we will make
available to the ITC all nonprivilepd

~

(FR Dac.11-1.,,. Flw 7-ik: 1:45 ...

81Ym--··

I

I

f-

·-<

1r1nu=u1 liH!I

i If rn11r' . ifli1•li! r11111• p ;111

·~nr1 uu~uurtP 'Pi rn=un;i lili~~u!niHUi!j r1! 111

:
-
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couumption on or after the date of
pllblication of this i:aolice iD die r.-u
R....... The U.S. Custom Slrvtce ahall
continue to require a calla ct.poeit or
poatiq of a bond equal to tM t1timated
amomtl by which the fontaa market
vallle of the GATCI &om the Umted
Kin&dom exceeds the United Statn
price a1 shown below. Thia ntpenlion
of liquidation will remam meffect until
further notice. Tbe ammded wetahtld·

averqe dumpinc mUlim are as

rollOWI:

............. ....--

-

..,..__..,,,,..,.,

a..

cin:ll9o

tUI
t3.G

L.Ot.lilnlllc ----.
M~-

....

fTC NotificatiOf!
In accordance with MCtlGG 735(d) of
the Act. we ba" notified the rrc of our
determination. In additiaa. we will make
available to the rrc all nonprivilepd
and ncmproprietarJ informatim nlatbll
to dlil mv•tiptioa. We will allow the

rrc accea to all privil911d bum.. praprietal)' iDfonaatioll ill oar
m... provided tbe rrc c:aaftma ill
writiq that it will llOt diac:IOle . . .
informatiaa. eitlm pabllclJ or amt..
admilu.tnlin protletlq orde. wttbov.t
the written coment of the DepatJ
Aaaiatut Secretary far lnnstipttam.
Import Admimatratloa.
If tbe lTC d1termia8t that matstal
inj11r7, or threat of material infarJ, dola
not mat wttb respect to GA'l'CI. the
proceediq will be terminated - aD
aecuritin posted u a 1'91ult of the
auapenaioll of liquidation will be
refunded er c:acelltd. Hownw. if tbe
rrc determinel that nc1a bltarJ c1o1a
exist. th. Departmnt wlll lau m
antidwzrping duty ord• dlNatlal
Cu:toms offlciala to
dutie1 on all GATCa fram ... Ualtml

.-mtS+••saa

JCinadom, OD or after the ....... data

of the 1uapeuicm of Uquldalaa. equal to
the amoant by which the fcnfp marb&
value exceeda the U.S. prk&
Thi• ameadad 6IW detmnillaticm ie
p~blilhed punuaat to HCtion 735(d) of
the Act (19 U.S.C. 1173d(e) (1911) llld 11
CFR 353.23(c).
O.tecl: Auaut .. 1111.

Ede L Gadd e1
A..Utat s.cr.lat)'for llllpott
Adlltini61lalio&

....

(FR Doc:. n-taN l'Uecl ~ts-ti: 1:45 am}
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES
'WHO APPEAR.ED AT THE HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

CERTAIN GENE AMPLIFICATION THERMAL CYCLERS AND
SUBASSEMBLIES THEREOF FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM

Inv. No.

731-TA-485 (Final)

Date and time:

July 3, 1991 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E St.
SW., Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition of antidumping duties

MJ Research, Incorporated
Watertown, MA
John Finney, President
John Hansen, Director of Special Projects
Michael Nussbaum, Electrical Engineer
In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties
Howrey & Simon
Washington, DC
On behalf of-USA/Scientific Plastics, Incorporated
Eugene Platter, President
Niki Faldemolaei, Product Manager
LEP Scientific Limited
Phil Checketts, Director of Sales and Marketing
Michael A. Hertzberg) __ 0 F COUNSEL
Juliana Cofrancesco )

B-13

APPENDIX C
FEATURES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF GATCs
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Features of Various Types of GATCs
All GATC• can amplify nucleic acid by the patented temperature cycling
method known aa polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and may also perform other
functions. However, the various types of GATCs have quite different technical
approaches which can affect their effectiveness and ease of use in specific
applicationa. Peltier-effect GATCs are identified by their use of a Peltier
device in at least the cooling of the units, vapor-compression GATCs by a
certain mechanical refrigeration process, and heat-only GATCs by the fact that
they are indeed •heat-only• and have no built-in cooling system for belowambient (refrigeration) purposes. The Peltier-effect/vapor-compressionjheatonly distinctions may be somewhat lessened when types of heating devices and
various features are examined.
Salient features of GATCs for which information was provided are
presented in table B-1. Peltier-effect and vapor-compression GATCs can
refrigerate below ambient temperatures on their own; 1 heat-only GATCs cannot
be used for such purposes on their own, but can be so used in connection with
a refrigeration or chilling device of some sort. Various GATCs perform their
functions to a greater or lesser degree of accuracy and ease of use depending
on the various features that are built-in or offered separately.

1 Petitioner stated that with regard to below-ambient applications,
Peltier-effect GATCs are capable of, and are specified for, a •far greater
accuracy than the Perkin Elmer vapor compression machines, which state that
their accuracy is only plus or minus I believe three degrees C and below
ambient applications.• (Testimony of John Hansen, MJ Research, hearing
transcript, p. 58.)
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APPENDIX D
COMMENTS RECEIVED FR.OM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF
PELTIER-EFFECT GATCS ON THEIR GRO'WTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE
CAPITAL, AND EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
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